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should be restored to the democratic-republicabasis on which the fathers
of the republic intended it to rest ana
shall once more be made a government of the people, by the people and
for the people. Instead ot a government of classes, by the classes ana
for the classes.
"To state It more particularly, we
Insist that exorbitant taxation shall
be reduced to Just and reasonable
rates, that extravagance in approprla
tlons shall cease, that economy shall
prevail in all transactions of govern
merit, that all departments shall be
thoroughly Investigated from top tc
bottom by congressional committees
that all evil doers of whatever degree
shall be driven from the public ser
that
vice and properly punished,
trusts shall be proceeded against by
Indictments as are common smallei
criminals, that the constitution ac- BEAUTIFUL IMAGERY, PROFOUND
ELOQUENT PHRASE
companies the flag into our new possessions."
CONTESTED
DELEGATES
OP
He said that the proposition thai
QUESTION
ARGUES
BRYAN
we must support Roosevelt's Philip
A century is but a moment of his difficulties surmounted and triumphs grave his children may justly be glad '
pine policy,' right or wrong, was the tory; it has olten happened that sev- achieved In paths mow
thorny and of his decision.
veriest of rot. It was similar to dec eral of them have
It was not so easy fifty years ago
passed away, since ways more arduous than any that are
the laration of Louis XIV.: "I am the men began to record thulr deeds, with likely to challenge the courage and to take sides
ST. LOUIS, July 7. The democratic Philippines and caused coailiprnblc ten thousand persons requesting
against the slave power
for the state."
little change in the physical aupect the conscience of the generation which as it may scorn
convention reconvened today entering discussion, it being contended that insertion of a plank declaring
Respect for
He believed we should condemn tin or the moral progress of tiie world. Is to follow us. It is meet that at the vested
The the Philippines were not a part ol independence of the Philippines when
right of the Southern people
upon the second day's session.
United States and that the demo prepared for self government. Tlit wrong. He said the republicans niadi But at other tlmea of Intense action this stage of our journey . we should was one of our most sacred traditstirring scenes' or yesterday had the the
crats
review the past and read Its lessons, ion!). It was founded on the comproand
hoped someday they would have committee agreed upon n plank lor the many false pretenses. One ou which and spiritual awakening a single
interest
the
effect of lightening
election of United States benalors b they harp this year was that the dom
a
may form an tipoc.U; and few and in Us light take heart for what mises of the Constitution, and upon
president of their own.
the crowd began to gather early.
The pros ocrats were In favor of free trade
The committee defended Its report direct vote of the people
a long line of legal and legislative
periods of equal duration in political lies beyond.
Many of the delegates worked late
that
are
the
wli This is false. Democrat s favor cut annals have been so crowded with The Republican party' had a noble precedents. The men of the Revolusubcommittee
United
States
pects
on
the ground' that the
Into the night on committees with
sunreme court had declared Porto not be ready to make its report when ling down the exorbitant tariff rales great events as the SO years we cele- origin. It sprang directly from an tion made no defense of slavery In
subsequent loss of sleep. The crefull committee meets at two to a reasonable basis. Where tarllj brate today.Utuler the oaks of Jackson aroused and indignant national con- itsolf;' Washington, Adam a, Jefferson,.
dentials committee did not adjourn un- Rico a part'of the United States and the
o'clock.
rates are so high that they, enablt on the (iih of July, 1854, a party was science. Questions of finance, of po- and Franklin deplored its existence,"
not
a
were
part.
the
that
Philippines
til after four o'clock this morning
S. II. Cowan, of Fort Worth, Texas, American luauut'acturerg to sell theii brought Into being and baptized, which litical economy, uf orderly adminis- but recognized the necessity of comon resolu- The motion to include the Philippines'
while the
mor was admitted to present the following wares abroad cheaper than they do ever since has answered the purposes tration,' passed out of sight for the promise until the publlo mind might
tions labored until after midnight. was withdrawn and after some
committee proposed plank in favor of cattle ship- to Americans at home Mlemocrats sa of its existence with fewer follies and moment, to be taken up and dealt with rest In the hope of its ultimate extincOne of the developments of the night debate the report of the
they ought to be reduced.
The chair announc eo pers:
failures and more magnificent achieve- later ou. But in 1854 the quoilioii tion. Rut nfter they had passed away,
was the declination of Senator Bailey was adopted.
commit
ments than ordinarily fall to the lot that brought the thinking men to- improvements in the culture and manor
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treason?
If
permanent
organization
the
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amendments
such
favor
as
"We
anarchy
to serve
permanent
should be ufacture ot cotton made this unecostated he wished to be on the floor tee was not ready to make its repovt. act to regulate commerce as will af- make the most ot It. 'Stand paf or of any Institution of moral origin. And gether was whether ;b.-:'anon
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not
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limit
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The
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that
and
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slavery; nomic form' of labor for tbo time profto
ford
the public
shippers
onlj
when the
to renow will n 1861 thai solemn Inquiry turn-e- l itable, and what had been merely tolwas under way. The place was ten- nounced it would not be ready
speedy, adequate, effectual and Inex- antiquated sorts of manufactured ar yet. This historic party is only
to one still mo-- e ponetiU.iui. feliauld erated as a temporary necessity beport until two o'clock. The conven- pensive remedy aganist unreasonable titles are thus Bold, but steel rails in the full maturity of its power and
dered to Champ Clark of Missouri.
to
take
decided
11:04
at
look
The hum- - gan to be upheld as a permanent sysare sold abroad for eight dollars pel its capacity for good. We
tion then
back he nation live jr
or otherwise unlawful charges."
Hearing Contests.
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two
usefulexton
until
ot
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at
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committee
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up
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The
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Clark for Chairman.
of trusts and monopolies and Bryan stantlally so. This advance in price fulness and pride we confront the of his youth in the presence of these Its advocates dominated Congress and
Illinois district, the credentials comcomes out of the pockets of American future and its exacting problems with momentous questions he Judged right; the State legislatures; they even
The committee on permanent or- made a strenuous plea for the re-a- f
mittee of the national democratic conon Page 2.)
vention followed the lead of the na- ganization which met'just before the firmation of the Kansas City platform consumers and eventually "out of tht a confidence born of the experience ot and if be is sleeping in his honored
of the on
pockets of the people. Another piece
this point.
tional committee and stated the dele- close of the morning session
elected Champ
of false pretense Is that the demo report ot the cominltteo seating Porte
Bryan Leads the Fight.
gates recommended v a temporary convention formally
chair
William- Jennings Bryan, will take crats would destroy American Indus Rican delegates.
roll of the convention. The commit- Clark, of Missouri, permanent
'
tee gave patient hearing to every con- man and Clark accepted.
the fight of contesting delegates from tries. There lsnot a syllable o;
Weary Williams.
The Platform.
.
conven
in
of
truth
the
this.
the
to
floor
should
test presented except that of Dr. Mary
do
Illinois,
Why
they
10:65 To repeated Interruptions
The subcommittee on resolutions tlon. He appeared before the com sire to destroy, the
when
Walker, claiming a seat as a woman
J.
Sharp Williams retoits': '.'When
Tho
representative of the democrats ot continued Its work on the platform mittee on credentials in the earl) they are as much Interested In tn.
to
bust
111
In
indtil
slow
the
was
angel Gabriel shall stand on the
getting
New York. She waited the
today but
hours of the morning, after the
country's prosperity as others? True
With
two others Inofs case had been disposed .'of and the democratic position on the
gence of the committee until a late ness. Bryan and one or
tarifl top of the mount and announce
were absent but the committee decld asked if he might make a minority is this: 'Recognizing that a large through bis megaphone the crash ol
hour and then gave up In despair.
ed to proceed with questions In which report. He was told to go ahead. He portion of our revenues have always creation, some one will still ca'l
Philippines Excluded.
SANTA YE, N. M., July 7. The. on the 26th; dry the past weft; lit-Chairman Williams was given a they were not especially interested asked those members of the commit been raised by customs, duties or louder.' "
"
to
Btand
plank
pre
the
committee
when
he
It
would
convention
11:01
The
up taxes, democrats divide all Imports In
Irrigation
tee who
appeared Accordingly
round of applause
sign
temperature averaged about 3 degrees tie grass on range.
He showed the strain of his long sented by Newlands was taken up and delegates on the committee from to three lnssos, necessaries, com- is on the platform and the credon below normal. Local showers are re-- 1 CoHtilla: Wm. F, Myers; Good ralnai;
speech of yesterday.. As soon as he and the Nevada senator presented Its Oklahoma, Wisconsin, Minnesota and forts and luxuries, and contend that tlals committee will not be ready to ported, heavy In localities, especially close of provious week, much T)hWH
the tariff; should be highest on luxii report until this afternoon.
had produced silence in the conven merits. It was tentatively accepted. Rhode Island arose.
at the close of the prevlous week, to crops, starting grass on range;
Wild Over Bryan.
Hon with his gavel, he introduced The consideration of the proposed
Clark Will Nominate Cockrell.
ries, lower on comforts and lowest
when practically all sections of the water supply practically assured for W'
As he was going Into the hull or none at all on necessities. They
2:14 p. in. Bryan's entrance to the territory were favored, In some south, the 'present small acreage.
Archbishop John J. Glennon, of ft. statehood declaration was then enterfurthermore nay taxes should be unl ball caused tremendous and prolong orn districts with the first heavy rain
Louis who delivered the Invocation. ed upon and the question was disclss' Champ Clark said:
Doming: C. B. Boswortb: Threaten.
"If we don't get. blodked I see nc form on all articles belonging to one ed applause.
The report on rules and order of bust-nes- ed at length.
In muny months,
Hall occurred lu Ing weather but no rain; drouth con
Statehood Plank.
2:1& The reception being tendered limited areas, but was not destruc- llnuca severe.
reason why we should not dispose ol class
That is the democratic posi
was adopted without discussion.
The plank for separate statehood the nomination for president some tlon from which it will not bo driven Bryan Is something remarkable and tive as a rule.
The report concerning Porto Wco and
EUxabotbtowa: Geo. E. Beebe: An'
the applause grows greater every mothe Philippines Islands, accrediting for each of the territories was Insert- time tonight. I shall call the vice or bullied."
The showers have Increased the other good rain beginning of ween,
chairman to the chair while Missouri'!
Speaking of trusts Clark said the ment, delegates and visitors join, supply of stock water, and benefitted helping range greatly.
delegates from Porto Rico to seat, ed. During the forenoon
Towne was admitted to the committee name is called and will nominal republicans claim to be the great and everybody on their feet.
was next read. An amendment w
El Paso, Texas; U. S. Weather
corn, vegetables and fruits, especially
2:19 The standards of the state In northern and some eastern coun- Bureau: The precipitation from Sepoffered for the report to InsluoV (he room to present a petition signed by Cockrell."
only trust busters, notwithstanding
the fact that under the republican are gathering about Bryan, tho excite ties. Range continues to improve, tember 30th, 1903, to June 2Ctb, 1904,
Bryan's Tactics.
It was said today on excellent misrule trusts have sprung up like ment Is intense, equalling his nomina- and, though a tew report lack of feed was only 0.09 Inch, hut 0.53 inch ocfor stock, by far the greater number curred the 27th instant,
authority that Bryan would make bis mushrooms In a damn cellar and be tion at Chicago.
J
2:20 There is no let tip In the en show sufficient growth for grazing,
Frisco: J. R. Mllilgau: Heavy rain
greatest effort before the convention come plentiful as berries In June. He
in speaking to the minority report oi spoke of the appointment of Kno-a- s IhuBiaxm for Bryan, which knows nc and in many northern districts stock close of previous week, which did.
the committee on credentials. He has
the successor of Quay In the sen- bounds.
Is improving rapidly and range is much good, more needed to prevent
,
It good.
ate
2:28 The Georgia
at the bebeBt of Frlck and Cas
secured
the
delegation
Mr.
of
the
further suffering and loss of cattle,
7.
proxy
a
With
DETROIT, Mich., July
Casper,
spirituality of Baptist young people;
season of praise and prayer, partlc thetr( stimulation in Christian ser Nebraska member of the committee sat as a straw showing which way the waving a Parker banner, the only one
The Irrigated farming areas con- Bheofci and horses; alfalfa harvest untinue to do well; further seeding Is der way. ,.'
ipated in by nearly ten thousand men vice; their edification in scripture and will himself present the minority wind blew In the republican party at In the convention,
2:30 Georgia's Parker banner was being done on dry farming lands, the
Follsom: Jaskson Tabor: Nice show
and women, the International conven knowledge; their instruction In Bap- report. At the same time it la under trust breakers.
Convention By Bulletins. brought to the front and taken charge earlier sown just coming up. For- era close ot previous week, heavier
tion of the Baptist Young People's tist doctrine and history, and their en stood he will not attempt to f Ighi
10:10 a. m. The convention was of by the New Tork delegation. There tunately there Is yet time for some south of station;
Union, of America,' opened this morn listment la all missionary activity the report of the committee on reso
Irrigation water
are hooting and hisses ot Parker' late grain crops, fodder and many afll low; grasshoppers have begun to
called to order.
or lutlons.
Ing. The rally took place In the through existing denominational
10:15 Archbishop John
Wild Enthusiasm.
Glennon, name.: The Parker banner Is brought vegetables ,and the outlook Is there- appear and will probably cut alfalfa
Light Guard armory, which was pret ganlzatlons."
to the platform. South Carolina nails fore much brighter.
of
The
afternoon
the
convention
Louts,
session opened with
opens
St
Grasshoppers crop somewhat; stock generally doing
tily decorated with the flags and ban
Prolonged applause greeted the pren welL
Its standard to the Parker banner; s have begun to appear in northern
.
ners of the various societies. On the sentation of Mayor Maybury, who of scenes of great enthusiasm. Georgia with prayer.
10:20 Thomas F. Grady, the chair tremendous effort la being made to
fialllnas Springs: F. II. Clark: Nice
county and may cause some damplatform, in addition to the speakert fered a welcome ip behalf of the city unjlirled the first Parker banner and
and distinguished visitors,
age to. alfalfa, the harvest of which showers close of previous week; grass
was
a' of Detroit, and not less cordial were the wildest possible scene followed, man of the committee on rules and stop the Bryan isstampede.
a rush of standards continues.
2:31 There
starting well In places; no general '
chorus of several hundred
voices the receptions given Rev, S. S. Mar the entire convention apparently join- order of business is reading his re
names
of
state
the
rain yet.
are
.
speaker's
extracts
taken
bearing
The
which led the musical portion of the quis, who spoke for the church ot ing In the roar. Demonstrations con- Port
following
,s
'
-.
Glencoe: Anna Coe: Warm days,
10:40 The convention Is discussing platform for Parker.
.y t i
from, the reports ot correspondents:
program.
Detroit, and "to G. Jay' Vinton, who tinued for nearly fifteen minutes.
2:32 The excitement Is subsiding
I The attendance was representative
Warm cool nights; severs! . good rains;
Alma: Maurice Coates:
spoke for the Baptist young people's Bryan was given an ovation when he the status of the delegates from Porto'
and the chairman Is vigorously gave) days, cool nights; irrigation, water grass starting nicely.
'of every section of the United State societies of Michigan.' But one. re entered the hall Just prior to the open Rico and the Philippine Islands.
;
Glorleta: Geo, A. Vlles: Heavy
10:43 The chair refuses'to recog- ling.
i add Canada,
and most of the leading snonse was made in behalf of the ing, which lasted for some time. The
low; alfalfa crop below average; stock
3:30
convention was called tc In good living condition.
The
shower first and cloce ot week, grass
.; divines of the denomination
and Jay-- : board of managers and the delegates Parker men tried to stem the demon nize the gentleman from the PhilipArabela: A. M. Richardson: Ilea vj starting rapidly; stockmen rejoicing.
men. and laywomen ot national repu- this duty being assigned to Rev. Her stration apd finally succeeded when pines on the grounds that he Is not it' order.
2:35 The committee on credential! rains close of previous week have efHobart: W. II. Hough: Frequent
tation were recognized upon the plat bert J. White, of Beverly, Mass. Ar Georgia unfurled the Parker ban- member of this convention.
on
6.)
convention
showers
Page
(Continued
favors
broken
10:47
the
The
ner.
during week, Improving range
vegetation
form and through the audience'. 'The ter the usual committee appointment
drouth;
.
fectually
The demonstration resolved knell
starting, sufficient for sheep an and corn; alfalfa doing finely, also''
Baptists of Detroit and Windsor were and the transaction of other prelimifruit prospect better;
out in force, and so thoroughly had nary business the .'morning session Into a Parker demonstration more
goats, wll lafford feed for cattle soon. vegetables;
Catsklll: John Lane, Jr.: Heavy wheat promises little In many places.
the local committees performed thett was brought to a' close with an ad than a testimonial to Bryan and It sc
Jemcs: P. Meyer: Crops in gooif
rain close of previous week; farmers
tasks that the preliminaries and pro dress by Dr. Charles R, Henderson remained to the finish. When the consufficient water for Irrigamuch
condition,
encouraged.
fusion
convention
a
little
the
gram moved like clockwork.
quieted
of the University of Chicago.
Cerro: E. D. Leon: Good rain tion heretofore, but supply running"
National President John II. Chap
The cheers
This afternoon the convention re wag called to order.
man, of Chicago, called the Immense celved the reports of the hoard o. broke out again when Bryan mounted
TA TCHE K1AO, July 7. Wednes- and two 'companies of Cossacks who close of previous week, not enougft low; some aid from recent rains, and
over were entrenched there. The Japanese water for Irrigation ; alfalfa light crop hopes of ranchmen renewed:' tempera
gathering to order at a quarter past managers and of the several officeri the platform to present the minority day. The Japanese swarmed
ture high at times. .
, ."
nine o'clock. In his opening remarks and committees of the society. These report of the committee on creden- tho mountain crests early this morning arrived within five miles ot Kal Chou. In this section,
La Lot: Ernest Swift: Good how-- ,
Chacon: E. M, Lucero: Good rain
he emphasized the idea that the inter reports without exception showed the tials. Champ Clark was elected per- and advanced on Kla Cnou compell- General Samonoff made an heroic atnational convention Is not a mere hoi past year to have been one of excep manent chairman and made an elo- ing General Chlrlkoff with the center tempt to check the Japanese, galloping 26th and 30th; wheat and oats not ers the 26th, 30th and July 1st; wars ' ,
r
of the Russian vanguard to fall back. out with his guns to shell the Japanese yet started; good gratis on mountains; days, cool nights; grass starting.
lday excursion but rather designed foi tional activity for the oVganlzatloj, quent address.
Wm. Curttas Bailey:
condition
Las
stoo
on
kin
fair
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Vegas:
and
them,
left
great
with
of
A
inflicting
i
and
for
whole brigade
Japanese,
spiritual quickening
Inspire It was also one of prosperity as the
Champ Clark's Speech,
would be cut
Chlmayo: Jose P. Trujlllo: General Hard rain first of week and light .
tlon to effect service for the Creator society continues to make gratifying
Champ Clark opened by saying that masses of cavalry, followed and occu- but fearing his reareat
showers latter part; considerable hall
He analyzed the object of the organ progress In the Increase of Its' mem In a general wa'.tbe democratic con- pied the village of Nantay driving out off, he fell back and Is now holding rain; stock In poor condition.
G.
Morrow:
rala
(Continued on page 4 )
A,
Heavy
Coney:
Ization, "to Secure the increased bershlp.
tention was- that the government two companies of Russian infanfiy Kai Cnou.
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Splendid
Address
(Continued from Page 2.)
ourselves bis followers. There Is not
a principle avowed by the Republican
which is out of harmony
party
with bla teachings
inconsistent
with his character. We do not ott
, ject to our opponents quoting him,
praising him even claiming him as
their own. If it is not sincere, it it
still a laudable tribute to acknowl
If it is genuine,
edged excellence.
it is still better, for even a Nebraska
Populist who reads his Lincoln is In
i the way of salvation. But only those
r who believe In human rights and art
willing to make sacrifices to defend
? them; who believe in the nation and
rv its beneficent power; who believe In
the American system of protection
championed by a long line of oui
j greatest and best, running back from
A McKinley
to Washington, and, as
.; Senator Dolllver so truthfully said,
"to the original sources of American
1 common
sense;" only those who
in equal justice to labor and to
"f capital; in honest money and the right
to earn it, have any title to name
f themselves by the name of Lincoln,
or to claim a moral kinship with that
august and venerated spirit. I ad-mit it would be little less than sacrilege to try to trade upon that benignant renown, whose light "folds In
7
this orb o' the earth." But we who
'
have always tried to walk In the road
V he pointed out can not be deprived of
the tender pride of calling ourselves
ibis disclpjes, and of doing in his name
the work allotted to us by Providence.
And I hope I am violating neither the
confidence of a friend nor the pro-prieties of an occasion like this when
I refer to the ardent and able young
statesman who is now, and is to be,
our President to let you know that In
times of doubt and difficulty the
thought oftenest in his heart is, "What,
in such a case, would Lincoln have
'done?"
As we are removed further and
'further from, the founders of our party
and their mighty work, their names
'and their fame rise every year higher
? In
the great perspective of history.
The clamor of hatred and calumny
A
dies away. The efforts made to weak-hfethe hands of Lincoln and his !
sociat.es are forgotten. The surviv-- i
ors of those who so bitterly attacked
J him
and his cause, which was the
cause of the country, are now. them-selves astonished when confronted
J. with
the words they then uttered.
But It was against a political opposl-tionot less formidable and efficient
t than the armed "force beyond the Po-tomac that the Union men of that
;
day, and their President, had to strug
gle, It was not merely the losses In
battle, the waste of our wealth, the
precious blood of our young men, that
filled Lincoln's heart with anguish
and made him old before bis time, bin
it was the storm of partisan hostility
that raged against him, filling the all
with slanders and thwarting his most
earnest and unselfish efforts for the
country's good. But In spite of It all
he persevered, never for a moment
ft'! tempted by the vast power he wielded
to any action not Justified by the moral and the organic law. I have always
liked the Inscription on the medal
which the workmen of Fiance, by
t
subscriptions, cajscl to be
struck after h's titalh: "Abraham
the hon?st man. Waged
Lincoln,
war. Abnlij.'rt slavery. Twice elected President without veiling the face
of liberty." This was an achievement new to the world: that a man
and a party, armed with an authority
so unquestioned and so stupendous,
In the very current of a vast war,
should have submitted themselves so
rigidly to the law and never have
dreamed there wag anything meritorious about it. Then, if never before, we proved we were as fit to be
free as the men who achieved our
to-da-y

w
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freedom.

The world learned
In swift succession.
our army sent them
tbelr livings as simple
land they had saved,

other lesftins
We disbanded
home to earn
citizens of the
without terms
or coudltlons; they asked none; they
wanted peace; they were glad to get
to work. And there were no reprisals,
not a man punished for rebellion or
treason; not an act of violence sul

THE FIRST STEP
Toward recovering your health Is
made when you commence taking

I

i

Hostciter'a Stomach Hitter. It
the stomach to a normal condition, corrects the Jlver, promotes
bowel regularity and Induces restful
sleep. Doctors endorse and recommend It. It always cures Vomiting,
Bloating, Headache, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Cramps and Malaria, Fever and Ague. Try one bottle
an J be convinced of Its value.

HASTE ITERS'
STOMACH BITTERS.

lied the. glory of victory. The fight
had been fierce, but loyal; we at least
wished the reconciliation to be perfect. Then came the paying of our
debts. To whom is the credit due ot
that enormous task, that sublime effort of common honesty, If not to the
party which against every assault oi
open and .Covert repudiation stood by
the country's' honor and kept It free
from stain?
Let me hurriedly enumerate a few
of the events in the long and fruitful
career of the Republican party which
seem to us to entitle it to the confidence of the country and the final ap
proval of history. ' After the war was
with
ended and peace
no damage to the structure of the
trut, on the contrary,
Government,
with added strength and with Increased guaranties of its perpetuity, It remained to be shown whether the power
and success of the Republican party
were to be permanent, or whether,
born of a crisis, it was fitted to cope
with the problems of daily national
life. It had destroyed slavery, or,
perhaps we might better say, it had
created the conditions by which slavery had committed suicide. In the.
absence of this great adversary, could
the party hold together against the
thousand lesser evils that beset the
public life of modern peoples the

evils of ignorance, corruption, avarice, and lawlessness, the prejudices
of race and of class, the vic&, of demagogues, the cunning of dishonest
craft, the brutal tyranny of the boss,
the venality of the mean? I think It is
not too much to say that the last forty
years have given an answer, full ot
glory and honor, to that question. The
Republican party, in the mass and In
detail, has shown its capacity to govern. By the homestead law, with
equal generosity and wisdom, it dis
tributed the immense national domain
among the citizens who were willing
to cultivate it and who have convert
ed wide streches of wilderness Into
smiling homes. It built the Pacific
Railroad, which has bound the Union
together from East to West by bands
of steel and made. the States beyond
the mountains among our most loyal
It
,s(nd prosperous commonwealths.
redeemed our paper currency and made
all our money of exactly equal value,
and our credit the best in the world,
By persistent honesty in our finances
In the face of obstacles which might
have daunted the hardiest statesmen
It has reduced our interest charges
so that in any mart on earth we can
borrow money cheaper than any other
people. In

the

financial

revolutions

to which all communities are subject,
we are able, thanks to our laws and
our administrative system, to mee
and pass the most violent crises witn-oulasting damage to our prosperity.
We have, by the patient labor of years,
t

so succeeded in reforming and regulating our civil service that patronage has almost ceased to cast Its dead
ly blight upon the work of our public
servants. Human nature is weak and
offenses ftappen ; but they are almost always found out and are punishmercy when detected.
ed without
By persistent adherence to the polio
of protection, we have given to our
industries a development which the
fathers of the Republic never dreamed
of; which besides supplying our home
market, had carried our manufactures
to the uttermost etuis of the earth.
History affords no parallel to the
vast and Increasing prosperity which
this country has enjoyed under Republican rule. I hasten to say wo dc
not claim to have invented seedtime
and harvest, and industry and thrift.
We are a great people and success Is
our right; God Is good to those who
behave themselves. But we may
justly claim that the Republican party
has been In power during these years
of marvelous growth, and we can at
least bring proof that we have not
prevented it and this is no slight
honor for a party to claim. I will not
at this moment speak of the Important acquisitions of territory we havd
made, which render us In many ways
the predominant power In the Pacific
But out of the territory we already
possessed, fourteen new States have
entered the Union. The census ol
1850 gava us 23,000,000 of population
the last one, 76,000,000. The num
ber of our farms the total of our cul
tivited acreage has Increased four
fold. Our corn crop Is five times
nx
what It was; our wheat crop,

times. The capital Invested In manufacturing has grown from flvo hundred millions to ten billions;; where
it employed less than a million artisans, It now employs more than five
millions; and while the number of
worklngmen has Increased five tlnvsi,
their wages have Increased tenfold.
The value of manufactured property
is thirteen times what it was when
the republican or Michigan met under
the oaks. The real and personal
wealth of the country has grown in
this amazing half century from stv-ethousand millions to nlnety-l.-u- r
Our railroads
millions.
thousand
have grown from a mileage of 16,000
to one of 200,000. Our Imports and
exports have gone up by leaps and
bounds to the tame monstrous propor
n

tions. And finally, let us hasten to
say, as the other side will say it for
us, instead pf the 1 17,000,000 which
supplied our modest needs in 1850 we
now collect and spend some $700,000,-00annually. I can only add what
Speaker Reed replied to a democratic
statesman who complained of a billion
dollar congress; "Well! this is a
bllllon-dola- r
country."
Of course our opponents, who have
got far enough from the men and
the events of the great war period to
admit they were not without merit,
will say for they must say something that we have fallen away from
the high level. Now, I am grieved
to confess that I am old enough to
have seen something of the beginning
as well as ot the present, ot republican administrations, and I venture to,
say that no eight years of government
in our history have been Ipurer from
blame or have conferred greater benefits upon the country than the eiKin
years of McKinley and Roosevelt
which claim your approval today. 1
need not hesitate to refer to it, although I have been associated with
both administrations; so little of their
merit is mine that I may speak of
them without false modesty. Our iw
tlonal finances have never 'in our his
lory been so wisely and successfully
administered; our credit never stood
on a basis go broad and so strong.
Our two percents command a premium in all marketsno other country
on earth can say as much. We paid
abroad the other day fifty millions
of gold in a single transaction without producing a ripple In exchange.
The vast expenditure made necessary
by our enormous increase in every
element of national growth is collected with the utmost ease and expended with perfect honesty. Ottr protective system, loyally and intelligently carried out and Improved In the
last seven years, not only fills our
treasury with the means ot national
expenditure, but has carried our in
dustrles and our commerce to a
height of prosperity which is the
wonder and envy of our neighbors
who are trying to emulate our (progress. In the relations between labor
and capital, always a subject of deep
concern in democratic governments,
we have Improved both In the letter
and the spirit. How could it be otner.
wise when labor knows that McKinley
and Roosevelt have watched over its
interests as a brother might, and capital knows that its rights will be
sacredly guarded so long as It is true
to its duties? As to our place in the
world, it has simply followed and naturally complemented the steady improvement in our domestic condition.
A country growing so fast must have
elbow room must have Its share of
the sunshine. In the last seven years,
with aggression, without undue
we have taken the place
that belonged to us. Adhering with
religious care to the precepts of
Washington and the traditions of a
century, and avoiding all entangling
alliances, professing friendship to alt
nations and partiality to none, McKinley and Roosevelt have gone steadily forward protecting and extending
American interests everywhere and
gaining, by deserving it, the good will
of all the world. Their advice has
been constantly sought and sparingly
thrlr
given. By constant iteiltion
policy has been made (plain. We do
ot covet the territory nor the control of any other people. We hold our
selves absolutely apart from any com.
binations or groups of powers. We
favor no national interests but our
own, In controversies among our
neighbors we take no part, not even
tendering good offices unless Ft the
request of both parties concerned,
on the side of peace and conciliation,
on the sirdo of peace and conciliation.
We have made it Is true, great acquisitions, but never of sot purpose nor
from greed ot land. In the case of
Hawaii, the will ot the people of those
islands coincided with the Important
Interests we have to guard In the Pacific. In the Samoan treaty we freed
ourslvea from a useless and dangerous
entanglement, and In place of an undesirable condominium we gained possession of the best harbor In the
South Seas, retaining, at the same
time, all our commercial rights In the
archipelago. The diplomacy of McKinley and Roosevelt has been directed principally to our present and future Interests in the Pacific, on whoso
wide shores so much of the world's
work Is to be done. They have constantly kept In view the vast Importance of that opening field of our activities. The long negotiations for
the "open door" In China; the steadfast fight we made for the Integrity ot
thai ancient empire; President
attitude throughout the Boxer troubles, to severely crltlzed at the
time and so splendidly approved by
the result; the position President
Roosevelt has since held and now
al welfare Is. clearly at stake, when
voters must decide whether they
shall follow their prejudices or their
consciences, we draw from other parties their best men by thousand.
Bright among the brightest of those
who founded our party shine the
(Continued on Pigs 6.)
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Cure of Chronic Diarrhoea After Ten
Years of Suffering.
"I wish to say a few words In praise
of Chamberlain's Colic,; Cnolera and
Diarrhoea Remedy," says Mrs. Mattie
Burge, of Martinsville, Va., "I suffered from chronic diarrhoea for ten

1

One .Lady's .Recommendation Solo
Fifty Boxes of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets
I have, I bolieve, sold fifty boxes of
Chamberlain's
Stomach
and Liver
Tablets) on the recoromlcndatlon of
one lady here, who first bought a box
ot them a bout a year ago. She never
tires of telling her neighbors and
friends about the good qualities of
these Tablets. P. M. Shore, Druggist,
purRochester, Ind. Tbo pler.eant
gative effect of these Tablets makes
them a favorite with ladles everywhere. For sale by all druggists, r
When bullous take Chamberlain's
Stomach and
Liver Tablets. For
sale by all druggists.

years and during that time tried various medicines without obtaining any
permanent relief. Last summer one
of my children was taken with cholera morbus, and I prociued a bottle of
this remedy. Only two doses were required to give her entire relief. I
then decided to try the mediciue myself, and dtd not use all ot one bottle
before I was well and I have never
since been troubled with that complaint. One cannot say too much in
favor ot that wonderful medicine."
A successful meeting In point of
This remedy is for sale by all Druggists.
attendance Is being conducted by the
Advents In their tabernacle In Alamo-gordA. C. Majors ot Raton was In TrinExcellent sermons have been
idad Saturday attending to some bus- delivered each
evening by one ot the
iness affairs.
corps of able speakcTs and the singing
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" 40c per 100 lb
.
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Two Bottles Cured Him.
"I was troubled with kidney comBronchitis for Twenty Years
Mrs.
ot
Minerva
Danville,
Smith,
A.
two
about
writes
years,"
plaint for
"I had bronchitis for
II. Davis, of Mt. Sterling, la., "but 111., writes:
nml never got relief untwo bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure tweriv
effected a pormanent cure." Sound til I used Foley's Honey and Tar which
kidneys are safeguards of life. Make Is a sure cure."
the kidneys healthy with Foley's KidC. N. Blackwell, cashier of the First
ney Cure.
National bank of Raton, went over to
Mrs. It. ..Robinson left Itaton for
Trinidad Saturday night, returning
Oklahoma.
Sunday morning.
Treat Your Kidneys for R'.euri atis.n Baseball
Players and Foot Racers!
When you are suffcriug from
Louis J. Krugor,
long
attendmust
be
the kidneys
distance foot racer of Germany anil
ed to at onco so that they will elimi- Holland
Oct. 27th, 1901;
writes,
nate the uric acid from the blood. "During my training ot eight weeks'
Foley's Kidney Cure is the most ef- foot races at Salt Lake City, In Aprh
fective remedy for this purpose R. Inst, I used Ballard's Snow Liniment
T. Hopkins, of Polar, Wis,, says. "Af- to my greatest satisfaction. Thereter insuccesefolly - doctoring three fore, I highly recommend Snow Linyears for rheumatism with the best iment to all who are troubled with
doctors, I tried Foley's Kidney Cure sprains, bruises or rheumatism."
and it cured me, I cannot speak too 25c, 50c. $1.00 boltlo.
highly of this great medicine." It
purifies the blood by straining out
Tommle Burnam who has been visit,
impurities and tones up the whole
system. Cures kidney and bladder ing relatives In Collorado Springs for
troubles. For sale by Depot Drug the past month, returned to Raton
Store.
Monday,
Bert Johnson of Garnett, Kansas,
arrived last Saturday for a few week's
Sent on Approval
,
visit with Martin Kent,
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CO.,

620 Douglas Avenue,
Vegas, New MexktoS,
They hv stood tha tr of ?eavff
a till havff cured trtemtantii of
casAt ot Nrvtti
men
us Itobtiity, lJiuineM. Sleepiest
nets aadV'aricoceltj.AtroDhv.&a.
saaw- They clear till brain. sirngthe
the circulation, make digcstioej
oerfect. end imnirt a. healihw
and fotiet sr checked permantuth Unteti patients

WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY

STRONG
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vigor lo the whole twlnf. AH drain
are properly curea, tneir condition oiienwomntnemiutoiniftntty.LongunipiooorueaUaw
Mailed lealed. Price
perbot: ft bo&ea.with trotvclnd lrg.il truarantre roctiro or refund Ua
Addreea, PEAL MEDICINE CO.. CUvtlMde 0
moneys Ayoo bend luf bio boott

at Schaefor'a lrug Store, Exclusive Agent.

For hhIo

TS atSPONIIBLS rSOPLS

Working Nights and Day.

The busiest and mightiest little
thing that ever was made is Dr. King's
New Life Pills. These pills change
weakness into strength, llstlessnoss
into energy, bnaln-faInto mental
power. They're wonderful in building up the health. Only 25c per box
Sold by all Druggists.
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The Way to the Great Southwest

lilc
SOLID COLD PEN

Saaraeiaee' Flont orsde

Judge Bayne and wife aw In Raton
from a week's stay In the Colorado
'

AVI

LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
one size smaller, after using Allen's
Foot-Easa powder to be shaken into
the shoes. It makes tight or new
shoes feel easy; gives instant relief
to corns and bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Cures and prevents swollen feet, blisters, callous and sore spots. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e
Is a certain cure for sweating, hot, aching feet At all drug
gists and shoe stores, 25c. Trial
package Free by mall. Address, Allen
a. Olmsted, Lelloy, N. Y.

TO

To tost U merits of this publication as an advarUsIng
wa oflar you eholca of

Saint Louis, "The World's Fair City.

T00

Popular

i

aiyiei
For
Only

II

Bj nflltorad sell

Affording- uick and convenient schedules and close connections.
This is the shortest line to Kansas City, St. Louis
-

Pealaala'

ta ar
aeertss
Sc

and Chicago, 153 miles the shortest El Paso to Saint Louis.
m
Through Pullman standard and tourist sleepers Las Angeles to Saint Louis via Southern Pacific and El Paso Northeastern, through chair cars El Paso to Saint Louis without
t
change.
: All meals served in dining cars.
Kates are always the lowest via the El Paso Northeast- ern System.
For detailed information call on or address

tlkt)

Hotter la made of tha Snaat
quality hard lubber, In four
almple parta, fitted with vary
blgtieet grade, lirgt alia ltd.
(old pan, any flexibility desired Ink feeding devlca

.

perfect.

(fold
Either style-Ric- hly
Mounted for presentation

.When Other Medicines Have Failed
Take Foley's Kidney Cure. It has
cured when everything else has dla
apolnted.
A. R. Bass, of Morgantown, Ind.,
had to get up ten or twelve times In
the night and had severe backache
and pains In the kidneys. Was cured
by Foley s Kidney Cure.

1

purposes 11.00 extra.

Snecial Offer

(rind

f

You may try lha pen a week
.
. .
m iryou oo noinna naeipi- - r
aented.futly a Una value
as yon can secure for three
Umee tha price In any other i
Biekes, If Dot entirely satis
factory ta every respect, return It end tu( mill and yoa
1.10 for It, thtztr 10c Is
for your troubtt In xurlllng us
and to show oarconfldtnc tn
(ht Laughlin Pen (Not ana
customer In jooo haa asked
for their money back.)

Walter Campbell and Allen Perry
returned Saturday to Raton from
Ellzabetbtown, where they have been
enjoying camp life the ?ast tlx weeks.

A. U. BROWN,
T.Hm HEALEY,

Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas.

For Stock Raisers
and farmersa Journal that will
acquaint you with conditions and op
portunities in the great hustling, bustling aoutbwest. "The Earth" monthly, illustrated. 35 cents per year.
Sample copy mailed on request. You'll
want it when you see It. Address,
Tha Earth, 1113 Railway Exchange,

Lay thle Publication
down and writ NOW
Safety Pocket Pet Holder
sent free of charge with each
Pan.

It Is reported that, there was snow
visible on the Sacramento mountains
A few who
early Monday morning.
were up early testify to this fact.

anosus

Lauchlin Mfe. Co.
371

arlswaldSl.Dslrall.Mlck.

It's folly to suffer from that horrible plague of the night, Itching piles. Voor Investment Guaranteed
Did you know tha Aetna Building
Doan's Ointment cures quickly and
association pays 6 per sent on
permanently. At any drug store, 60
cents.
special deposits? Befora placing,
t your money elsewhere sea us and
On Tuesday evening, June 28, at
get best Interest
1:30 o'clock John Jr. Beck anj Mrs.
Geo. H. Hunker. Bee., Teeder Blk,
Annie Jones were united in Marriage
at the bride's home In Raton, Rev. J.
O. Willott officiating
4
"
W TUB. "'
lit. .;:,
4
Scald head - Is an eczema of the
MOST COMMODIOUS;
scalp very severe sometimes, but It
DINING ROOM
can be cured. Doan's Ointment, quick
m. and;..
and permanent In Its results. At any
SOcents.
4
drug store.
MOST EXCELLENT SERVICE
IN THE
IS

cmr

FOUND AT

A.

Brutally Tortured,,..;
DUVALL'S
A case came to light that for persistent and unmerciful! fortune torCENTER STREET.
ture has perhaps never been equaled
Joe Goloblck of IColusa, California,
writes. "For 15 years I endured Insufferable pain from Rheumatism and
ir YOU ARC TO MEET AW
nothing relieved me though I tried
FRIENDS AT THE DEPOT.
across
came
I
known.
everything
TAKE THEM TO
Electrlo Bitters and It's the great
medicine on earth for that tm-- '
DUVALL'S...
A few bottles of it completely relieved
rOR A
and cured me." Just as good for livaJiJfcai k aaviAl Si
er and Kidney troubles and general k UVUU
:..'
VlrtltCK.
debility.
Only 50c. SaUsf actio
all
Druggist.
guaranteed by

'

Depot Drug4 Store.
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.During the summer Tddney Irregularities are often caused by excesslTS
drinking pr bolhg overheated. Attend
to the kldnoyi at once by using
Foley's
Kidney Cure. For sale by

St

Chicago.

Fair Route

i

i'

Electrlo Llhte4.
Haated. CantraJly LaoaHS.

Z Bath an Sanitary Numblrt
Thraughetii,
Lexrg
SakmU'R.Mm far Cm.
marolal Man.
Amatloare a EuratMrt Plan. '
.

Z

i-'i.

'

GEO. E. ELLIS.
PraarlaM an4 Owaar

OrrCRS THC BEST SCRVICC
HJ38IBLC TO ST. LOUIS.

i

Reader Albright, who has spent the
past three weeks in Raton, the guest
of his aunt. Mrs, W. Parker, left for
his homo In Goshen, Ind.

General Pass. Agent.

,

f

f

Hives are a terrible torment to the"
little folks, and to some older ones.
Easily cured. Donn's Ointment never
fails. Instant relief. fctermanent euro.
At any drug store, DO cents.

.
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THS FniSCO SVSTCM TNAVIRatS
THC FOLLOWING STATCS.

Indit.ia
Ktnsss
Mississippi
Tennsssee
Kansas
Illinois

1

i

iabama
L'isscurl
lahoraa Indian Ter.
Texas.
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Us Yeids Roller Hills,
J.R.SMITH,

Wholesale aod Uetall Dealer in
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Y, M. C. A- - AT THE FRONT.
The privilege given tbe Young Men's
Christian association "to seed misESTABLISHED 1879.
sionaries with the Japanese army is
PUBLISHED BY
matter of much significance. As the
result of tbe efforts of ,$ur Americas
COMPANY
THE OPTIC
body, permission has 'been obtained
form the general staff of the army to
send out five Americans, six Japanese
and one-othe American association
Etred at ike pottojtce at La Vtga secretaries in Japan, to go even to
04 $ecm&Uui motor.
the front The American missionaries will be supported by their boards,
JAMES GRAHAM MeNARY, Cdlter. and funds received will support the
L. R. ALLEN, BimImm Manager.
Japanese and provide equipment
or
states
the Dally There wilt beinassociation tents erect(Subscription
ed at camps
Japan and Korea,
Optic
which will be headquarters for social
Ac- and religious work, but there will also
j Adenine i vanr
be hospital and field visitation. This
One Kk
,
,.
i
puts tbe Christian association on
I
,
OimMouUi
!W ( l
,
Inrmlsufilas ,
somewhat the same level as tbe Red
I
.....
j
Ms Urntw .....
Tan t
J.One Yiwtr
Cross society.
It is a singular development of the receptivity of westThe Weekly Optic.
V
.
One Year- ern ideas, and the tendency to relig..,..,..--.-2- .
lMi
nn Hon Urn... ..g.
ions freedom which have characterisSubst'i-ibe- r
iu Arrears
ed tbe revivification of Japan. One
tVWIil be dropiwd from tl ilrt and tfaxlr can scarcely conceive it oalljlo that
(ocionb planed I tli boliif iilix-inaeo.r.
the ostensibly Christian nation
of
n
mni'iiir- HussJa would give any such privileges
should report lutb
or taatutnit'in on tin
mini any lrHn"r1ijF
f 1 e wpUrt. to the Young Men's Christian associatmrtuf earrtt-"-- . In itm
CUB tiv
"(be UitiJ dvllvrrvil
of
to ttitir 6vtM la mar lrt u, cltr by Ui tion. There Is no freedom of religious
cuuiaita can tie wad movement in Russia. Springfield Recam,
fey telephone, nntt4u of m oerwa.
-
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THE COURT.
of tbe United
priichard
Judge
law
Mr. Knox gave up & 70,000
States circuit court ha dealt a sharp
practice to accept an $S,000 cabinet blow at tbe pretension, observable oc
portfolio, and now gives up the $8,000
casionally, that judges are properly
portfolio for a $5,000 aenatorshlp. If to be
placed above public criticism.
be keep on at this rate, says the He
in a decision. In tbe case or
says,
Kansas Cltr Journal, Mr, Knox will
Editor Daniels, who was committed
soon he one of us,
to jail by the United States district
Willie workmen were moving some Judge in North Carolina on refusing
hangings In tbe supreme court room to pay a fine because he had severely
In the eapitol at Washington they criticised a decision of the court:
discovered tbe name "Arthur P. GorThat newspapers sometimes en
man" cot Into one of the marble colgage in unwarranted criticism of
umns. This piece of vandalism hail
the courts cannot be denied. In
been perpetrated In 1852, when Sensome instances they construe" 13
ator Gorman was a
pa go
liberty of the press as a licence to
In tbe senate.
authorize them to engage In wholesale abuie of the court, hut tnese
John 0. Jones o( 1'ooria, III., who
instances
are rare and. do not war
liecame paralyzed and Insane from tbe
rant a departure from the well-set- effects of a blood clot on the brain,
tied principles of the Jaw as delar- attempted to commit suicide by
ed by congress and construed by
log. Tbe ball fired by biro penetrated
tho courts. If judges charged with
tbe affected part, dissipated the blood
the administration of the law are
clot, resortd his sanity, and It 1 bo- not to be criticised on account c
- lieved
he will entirely recover from
their official conduct, the liberty of
his paralysis.
the press is abridged and the rights
When Attorney General Knox takes
of Individuals are imperiled.
bis scat as United Slates senator,
That Is stating the caao none too
the
will have as members five strongly. The Judiciary Is no more to
former cabinet officers. They wlll!h held teniit from nubile rriilclum
be Senators Teller of Colorado, who thsn any other department of the gov.
wat secretary of the Interior under J emment.
President Arthur; Alger, secretary of
MR .BRYAN'S FEW REMARKS.
war under president McKInley; Proc-tor- ,
(From the Chb-sgTribune.)
.secretary of war under President When he smot
ambition for
hired
his
Harrison, and Elklns, who was secrtho presidential chair,
war
of
under
IfarrlPresident
etary
He axiicrted the occasion was a good
one to declare
Iju Vegas Is blessed with tho flro That hereafter he would simply b a
est climate that the sun shines upon,
common looker on
There Is no locality in the round world A byntander who would l;roflt by the
'. that
Is nil favnralilit in iti
fur tit
hints of days agone.
v lulerculosls. Tbe famous Hot Spring
Yet, if any one Is puzzled as lo what's
baths have just attracted from distant
tho road to take,
Honduras a party of five distinguished Mr. William Jennings Ilryan has a
few remarks to mttk
people who are sufferers from rhcu-- i
to their own
matlsm.
According
If the party Is bewildered and nobody
statement. Las Vegas wss their first
can agree
and Wiesbaden, Germany, their
On
Hlittcsmau who Is fitted to be
tbe
second. The Incident connected with
made the nominee.
uv
In
related
elsewhere
Ihelr coming,
And the days are rendered noisy by
:
night's paper, it a most forcible argu-- "
thVrraMiing of the booms,
now
on
roent in favor of the project
toot looking toward the opening of the There's a veston indicating where
theso hopes shall find their tombs
Montezuma bote,
lie's th eoratnr who's ready sny bitter
RETURNS" FROM THE FOURTH.
news to break-- Mr.
William Jennings llrjiin has a
Ijas Vegas escaped without
any
few remark to make.
serious accidents as the result of the
Fourth of July, though that- - fai l Is
of rourxe, he's left the battle,
to be attributed to good luck and not Though,
left the pit and firing lino,
to good management.,
DuMng the
SuiikIiI tbe soothing, shady solace of
'
lay two little girls were siliihlly
his fig tree and his vine,
.. burned
and badly frightened by a
With his hand his ear is funnelled,
cannon cracker thrown at their feet
just to catch the country's call,
by some Irresponsible eclchrstora. In And
the call may bo a murmur she
v addition to this a
number of other
will never have to bawl.
narrow escapes have come to our no,
And at morning, noon
or evening
'
tice.
li Mr. :?purely for his country's sake,
In, Albuquerque flftet n yesr
William Jennings Ilryan has a
had one arm blown off
; Lawrence
few
remarks to make.
: and one eye put out by a prcmuhiif
v rilltulritl
Wtiun fhA full ,ji,ir,ia ra Let Ihem go and make their plaiform,
.
Inu
.1....).
t.,.A u.tll
U is no concern of his,
iimiu .uu iviiiiiii , uiri.
will uuuiiv
less be numerous victims credited to He Is merely an observer, h
d
.the day. Tbe metropolitan kiress has i claret (hart what he Is; f
j
already, chnnitcled a large number ol As to policy 'or purpose, resolutions,
. fatal and serious accidents and
wheq
plus or planks,'
the final list Is complete It Is prob Colonies or combinations, new canals
able as a dispatch from Chicago sugor bigger banks,
Kests, that this year's celebration will Then can slinky suit their notions
tank as one of the bloodiert In th' ' but the atmosphere will shake;
Mr, William Jennings Rryan has a
Distory oi toe country.
Th Denver Republican says that,
few remarks to make.
notwithstanding attention was repeat
And
the truly loyal whrelhorse, full
'
flly railed to the need of restrict
of worry, ever harks
lions, dangerous explosives were used
many persons in Denver tbst For the dally burst of caution which
byto
Is In thofe few remarks.
. numerous Injuries were reported, anJ
it remains to be snn whether any And at night, before his pillow knows
the pressure of hit head,
will
of those who were wounded
He
this small petition ere he
reptais
so
death.
frequently
Lockjaw
escape
clambers Into bed:
follows such 'injury L'lat lite danger
"Now I lay me down to
Is great,
should I die before t wake,
Tbe moat tensible method of enjoy.
Mr. William Jennings Rryan hs a
wss
the
that
thore
day
Ing
adopted by
few remarks to make.'
who went to the park on the Galllnas
and others' who formed picnics to FOR HOARDING and
lodging call on
the mountains Vital they might escape
Mrs. J. A. Grlet, 29 Railroad, ave
tbe unpleasant'! mult of the day In
75!
nut.
'
- t
lown,
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Democratic
Agricultural
Conditions
Convention
Continued From Page One.).
1st and 2d; good growing week; rain-fan- ,
1.33 inches. '
Mineral Hill: W. M. Nelson: Heavy
rain 26th, and heavy rain and ball
storm two miles north on 30th, leaving grounj white with hall; cattle
picking up rapidly.
Mora: Z. S. Cbnguevan: Beneficial
showers, revived grass and alfalfa;
formers sowing oats during past
week; first planting coming up; If
showers continue wTi have good crop
of late oats.
Pecos: A. Bustamante: Frequent
rains since Sunday, some ball Tours-da(30th), causing slight damage.
Silver City: Chas. H. Lyons: Good
local rain close previous week; gTS3s
stalling a little, but much more r&'n
needed before marked Improvett'ent
In sittk; irrlgafed crops doing we'i;
rater plentiful In river; no fruit
pcpilsed.
Iruchas: S. Martinez: Wry dry, sio
uter; light shower close of i.irevions
veek.
Twining: A. Biend: Sever..;
o.d
rains have improved crops bit'. ir,re

rteJed.

Albert: H.

er:

continue,

lci

I'anson:
i.o
vegetation flouiliiilng;

M.

rl.earing in full progress;
aoweri
mostly light and high winds dry out
soil quickly, rainfall 0.17 Inch.
Cioomfleld: W. A, Halllnger: K.ne
rain 26th; fim cutting alfalfa In
stack, very good yield; crops making
fine progress; San Juan river falling.
but much more water then ran be
used.

Jjorsey: Win. C. Harries: No rain
during week; hot weather dried out
grass some and more rain would be,
acceptable; crops look good; first
cutting, alfalfa In progress,
yield
heavy; cattle doing well, calf crop
large,
El Rita:. .IT, Lopez: Good showers
and grass growing nicely; more rain
Indicated.
Galllna: Gavlno Chavez:. Heavy rain
Sun, lay, but hardly enough to keep
grass growing long; range Improved
and water plentiful In lakes south of
from
station; sheep stilt suffering
lack of feed.
Maxwell City: Wm. French; Good
growing week; first crop alfalfa being
cut, fair yield; rainfall, 0.5G Inch.
Mlera: Frank MJera: No rain during week but grara very good and
stock improving fast; grass turning a
little brown; light showers in vicinity
on 1st; shearing In progress,
with
light clip.
A. Joi,ih: Copious
Ojo Callente:
showers, Immense benefit to crops and
range; stockmen Jubilant as recent
rains Insure feed on range for winter,
Questa: Antonio J. Gomez: Plenty
of rain, crops look good.
Rowe: Samuel Dean; Light followers flrttt of week and heavy toward
last; grass and oak brutm badly killed out; stock In bad condition; the
little planting done just coming up.
Santa Fe: IT, S. Weather Bureau:
Gramma grans growing nicely; heavy
showers In canyon and water supply
somewhat Incrcaxcd; prospects Improved: rainfall 0.1S Inch.
H. W. Adams:
Vermejo:
Heavy
rains lust of previous week, and good
Hhowers IbhI of this; vegetation mak
ing good growth; some hall the 2!th.
Vallecltos: A. C. Glron: Insufficient
rain, but. grass growing nicely; no
grain.
Watrous: M. C. Neeilham:
Heavs
rain and ball afternoon of 2d (amount.
Itig to 2.01) Inches), destroying gard
ens, orchards, etc.
Wagon Mound: J, L. Gunn: Heavy
rain, with somo halt, the 1st; range.
In good condition, stock doing well;
vegetation only making fair growth.
It. T. Mnes: Heavy rain 1st, some halt,
but no damage; lakes and water holes
full, stockmen well pleased;
good
grass In this neighborhood.
CHARLES K. LINNEY,
.
Section Director.
f

-- .
o- It Is slid that a crlr,e was ones of
fered for the shortest history of the
causes andtesults vflf he Mexican
ar, J"hw, wnnor fjxiuced the To
lowing treatise:
j

c-f- "

"CrTapIer I.
Cause of the Mexican War,
Texas.
Chapter II.
Rcnults of the Mexican war.
Taxes, " m
Stockholder's

Notice.
Notice Is hereby given that there
will be an annual, meeting of the
stockholders of the Us Vegas Tele,
phone company at the office of raid
company In Lss Vegas, N. M., at 1
o'clock p. m., Wednesday, July JJth,
1904. for the purpose of electing five
(f) directors to serve for the ensuing
year and transact such other business
as may properly come before uticli
J. E. MOORB. See.
meeting.
Ijis Vegas. N, M, July 6th. 1904.
7 49

Get one of those handsome hammocks from Gehrlng't.
114

(Continued From Page One.)
was called on to report
2:40 Bryan takes the platform

ant

o

great applause.
2:43 Parker's daughter is on th.
She shakes hands with
platform.
Bryan. Great applause.
3:00 The band Is now playing
"My Maryland the vast audience
joining in chorus.
3:30 Chairman Head, of Tennes
see, Is reading a report of the ere
dentials committee.
The convention
u
still as a church.
3:43 Bryan reading minority report on contested Illinois delegation.
4:15 Bryan finishes reading minority report and asks that minutes be
given each side for discussion.
4:17 Chair recognhies Mr. Bryan
who will speak In favor of the minor
ity report.
4:20 Bryan amlds-- t tremendous applause, says be hopes they can report
on a platform that will be the mouth
piece of a united party.
4:49 Bryan just finished arraign-meof Hopkins faction In the strong Daily
est speech of the convention.
,

$1,75

$1.75

&1TEIRUE3B SOU
-- AT-

TAUPERT'S
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.

Schedule of Street Car
Company.
P.M.

P.M.

9:00 1:30

4:00
4:15

A.M.

Kaw Still Rising

taattgttgi'Qi'&&&

Lv.
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9:15 1:45
Gallmas Park ..Ar.
9:20 1:50 4:'--0
..Ar.
I'lacita
9:2S 1:58 4:28
Hot Springs .. Ar
KANSAS CITY, Mo., July 7. One Canon
..Ar Lv 9:45 2:15 4:45
half of Armourdale is under water,
Hot Springs .. ..Ar... ... 9:55 2:25 4:05
from the overflow of the Jaw ilVer. I'lacita
Arv. ... 10:00 2iW 5:00
The water is 'still
rapidly and Gallinas Park ,.Ar.. ... 10:05 2:35 5:05
Ar... ... 10:20 2:50 5:20
conditions are approaching the great Bridge.......
flood of 1903. The river Is higher
than any time since then. West of
Kansas City along the
Kaw the
stream Is bank full and great damage
Is already done to towns along the
river.
It has been raining for the
past five days and for a month past
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McCormick't Mowen and Harvcitinj Ma
chinery and Repairs
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Steel and Iron.,
Republic
"
" pfd
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All Kindt of Native Products,
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Kaw Rising,
TOPEKA, Kans., July 7. At the
Kaw river guage today water Is above
the twenty-twfoot mark and rbdng
slowly In North Topeka the water Is
running through the principal streets
knee deep and the town Is desertel.
In Topeka (proper the water Is three
blocks up town from the river channel.
Tremendous Loss.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., July 7,
Heavy flood damage Is reported
throuligout Kanxa from Abilene, Arkansas City, Ottawa and Lawrence.
The damage to crops will be enormous. In the vicinity of Abilene
atone It Is estimated at $2.'0.000.
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Scott's

Santal-Pepsi-

n
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Kansas City Livestock.
KANSAS CITY, July 7. Cattle-Stea- dy.
Native steers, $!.25G.40;
southern steers, $3.005.00; southern
native cows and
cows, $2.00i&3.75;
heifers, $2.00S 5.25; stockers and feed
Democrats Attention
bulls, $2.D04.25;
era, $2.754.75;
Not Icq is hereby given that a meet calvts, $2.504.75; western fed steers
Ing of tho democrats of Precinct Ne: $4.0 0.00; western fed cows, $2.00
29 In the county of Fan Miguel, lr 4.25.
the territory of New Mexico, is call
$3.50
Sheep Steady. Muttons,
ed for Friday evening, at 8 o'clwk m 5.00; lambs, $5.506.t0; range weth
the City Hall In Las Vegas, N. M era , $3.75 f 4.50; ewes, $3.50 4.00.
for the purpose of electing thrc3 delegates to tho county conve iMon "I
Chicago Livestock.
CHICAGO.
democrats to be held at tho court
July 7. Cattle Steady.
bouse In said county on the 9th day ol Good to prime steers $3.40
$6.50;
July, 1904, for the purpose of organ- poor to medium $1.50 & $5.25; stockizing the party throughout the coun ers and feeders $2.50
$4.30; cows
ty. By order of the precinct com- $2.50 & $4.60; heifers $2.00 & $3.00;
bulls $2.00 & $1.40; calves $2.50
GEO. H. HUNKER,
mittee,
Chairman.
$5.75; Texas fed steers $3.50
$5.00.
C. N. IIIOGIN3,
Sheep steady. Good lo choice
wethers $4.25 (ft $5.25; fair to choice
Secretary.
mixed $3.50
$4.25; native lambs
Henry 8. Kerr Retires From House oi $4.00 fff $7.55; western sheep $3.50
$5.00; western lambs $4.50
Redmond, Kerr A Co.
$7.40.
On account of the withdrawal oi
8L Louis Wool.
Henry 8. Kerr, who retlresfrom active business with a large fortune.,- - the .St, 1.0 L IS, July 7. Wool steady.
copartnership of tbe well known tank- Unchanged.
ing house of Redmond. Kerr A Co., oi
Rlversid
Ice Cream, '
New York and Philadelphia, termln-steeThe
Riverside
dairy will furnish to
on July 1.
families
and
othera
pure Ice cream,
Henry 8, Redmond, the senior memwell packed, on orders, at $1.50 a galber, continues In business tinder the
firm name of Redmond & Co., having lon, 85c half gallon, or 50c a quart.
6113
aa partners O. J. Thomen, who fot
many years has been connected with WANTED Clean, cotton
rags at Th
leading banking Institutions In New
Optic office; will pay 5c per pound.
York and abroad, James C. Bishop, a
son of the Inle Heber II. Bishop, one
Immense Wool Deal
of the pioneers In the development ch
the Rock Island railway system, and
William R. Cross, formerly a psrtnet
The
BOSTON, Jufy
activity In
of the firm of Morton, Bliss A Co., and
In the JHoston
has
appeared
trading
more recently treasurer of the Morton
wool market, more marked than any
Trust Co.
noted In years. The largest conslgn-or- t
Arizona ranteloupes: fine flavor.
In thlt country have been buying
710
Ryan A Blood,
heavily and transactions have culIn a purchase by the Amerl- FOR SALE. Old papers at The Optic minated
cal Woolen company, estimated at be
SO
10
cent a buadle of
office,
tween eight and ten million pounds.
or 3 bnndlet for 28 cents.

Monarch over pain.
Burns, cuts,
Capsules sprains
stings. Instant relief. Or.
POSITIVE CURE

for TnfUmmstlon nrOstsrrnol
Ulad lcrand U1wMed Eld.
the
.
SO CUES so rat. Cares
quickly and nrnnent1y the
worat rfiwi of 4otorrhoea
no muter ot bow
tnd
lone .tuninriff. Abiolstely
tinrnilew.
bold by drngpiata.
Price 11.00, or by mall. post,
paid, li.00,1 boles. SX74.

Thomas' Electric

Oil.

At any drug

store.
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Too
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
.

(Incorporated.)

WHOLESALE HERCHANTS
Las yegas and Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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WOOL, HIDES AXD PELTS A SPECIALTY

pa-per-t,

Oroas
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Richards Co.. Tucumcarl, N. M.
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Cross-Tow- n
Passenger Hack.
ing the national republican conven
About a
Until further notice the public hack
tion the gentleman joined his wife at
7
will run continuously from Murphey's
Fort Dodge, Iowa, and before start
' Rosenwald's
Celebrities
Few
corner
and
to
Ilfeld's,
several
waited
borne
for
'they
lng
Davis & Sydes.' on the plaza. Fare,
parts of the east The weather got
10 cents each way. Clay & Rogers.
so hot that they gave, up their intet,.
635
&
T. O. Leary, special officer for the tion ot visiting St. Louis.
one
M.
at
The late Clarence
PuIIen,
Santa Fe la faere from Pueblo.
Miss Luclle Simms accompanied by
Surplus,Z$BO,000.00
Capital Paid la,
time editor of "The Evening Sun'
Diphtheria relieved In twenty minW. D. McFerran, the Wells-Fargher two nephews, arrived last night
miraculous.
Dr.
Thomas'
utes.
Almost
was
the
trom St Louis on a visit to her sis- and an old time Las Vegan,
agent, is up from Albuquerque.
i
OH. At any drug store.
courtliest ot the courtly. He was al Eclectrlo
Jas. Conant left this morning for his ter, Mrs. S. R. GUI.
PrmsMant
M.
QUNKmOHAKt,
FRAKXISPRSXOER, Vhe-Prm- s.
ranch in the Rock Island country.
ways ready with his "don't" and niuny
Map of City of Las Vegas.
T.
F. D. JANUARY, Asst. Oamhhr
O,
HOSKINS,
1
Clark M. Moore left on No. today,
News an. article by a young aspirant secur Every business house ought to have
Local
Railway
business.
ot
matters
on
PAIO
INTEREST
TISSE
Fe
ON
DEPOSITS.
lor Santa
Fine colored
ed recognition through his kindllpess. a map of the city.
N. B. Roseberry left thia afternoon
map, enamel finish, canvas mounted,
cheller & Bacheller (press syn for sale at Optic office, each One Dolfor Colorado points on insurance bus- James H. Gibson, a new machinist,
was put to work today.
iness.
dicate) served their apprenticeship lar. ($1.00).
Wm. C. Willoughby went to worK with "The Brooklyn Times," an old
Trainmaster McMahou was accom
H. OOKE,
b last
f'ELDt, Vloo-PrssUs- mt
last
to
night
Albuquerque
night as a"machinist helper.
panted
L6w Rata to Pagosa Springs.
political organ of that borough.
O.
1.
HOSKINS,
Has
new
Itreman
a
Louis Brown,
his wife.
The D. & R. O. name a rate of $.sl
Dr. J. W. Rice, editor of !'The
PAID
CAPITAL.
Superintendent John Stein of the been marked up on the extra board
for the round trip, Santa Fe to Pa
Harvey system came up from Albu- and made his first trip a few days Forum" after graduating from the gosa Springs and return, limited to 31
New York University was appolntad
ago.
querque today.
days. 8. K. Hooper. G. P. A. T. H
C.
tjmrSA C vomn oarnlnm Ay depntltina them In THE IAS VEGAS SA VINOS BANK.
Thos. Sawrenman has been em- house physician of a Jewish charitable McBrlde.
mn Inoomo. ,,Evory dollar mmved ht two dollar made," SS
Mrs, Llebstadter, mother ot Mrs
will
whore
you
agent
they
bring
m
Ho dopomHm- reoelvedol learn than I. Intoreat paid on all deHtalta of 93 and over.
Herman Weld, arrived on belated. .No, uloyed at the shops as a boilermaker Institution of that city., A trip V
City.
and Louis E. Tripp as a boilermaker Europe la the interests of the
i last night from Kansas
Ring up No. 6, either 'phone, for
system brought him before tH baggage, express and all kinds of dray
Miss Mabel Hogel, who spent a few helper.
Sixth street
days here as the guest of friends, has Engine 1084 has been assigned tc public as an educator and his famout work. Office No. 621
returned to Santa Fe.
the third district in the place of 103: lectures (as far west as Denver) : Mrs. M. J. Wood's news stand.; Las
Just received a fine line of bottled
Chas. R. Williams, representing the which has been sent to the Albuquor "School Reform," secured for him Vegas transfer, M. M. McSchooler, pickles, 10 cents the bottle, at
616
"The Forum," Ho may bo seen regu manager.
Denver Rubber Company, is in the que shops.
Engineers Quigley, Tolmes, Schultz; larly in the whirl of the elevated vaiiA
city today on his usual business.
Just over the bridge from the staMrs. Jose L. Lopez and children and Uhrig have been put hack firing road, accompanied by his faithful Hot
Gehring Is sole agent for the Ideal
Scltz's, where everya time worn grip, filled with MSS and Sampson steel windmills and there tion is Gibson.
who spent several days here visiting on account of having too many extra
he
fruit sodas with
Their
drinks.
Fe
that
Santa
once
remarked
to
body
returned
mother
His
none
are
better.
.
relatives, have
engineers.
lee cream are ahead of
MAIN&.jj
becom
pure
Harvey
As
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which
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he
them.
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A. R. Holman.representing Bauer
841
another
is
engine
Engine
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1848.)
dotown.
in
his
is
(Incorporated
us
anything
house
end
in
let
hopo
benedict
since,
Macbeth.
a
& Black the big Chicago
has been assigned to the south
The only insurance company operating under a state law of
ing business at the local stand today. the place of engine 746 which Is now habits have improved.
While the rains are coming and the When In need ot
for extended insurance iu case of lapse after three years. Has given
providing
stylish
of
the
member
a
In the shops at Las Vegas.
Dr. T. B. Hart,
results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums paid than
oewr
Is murky, drink Macbeth Job work at
water
concity
"His
of
another
prices,
Gustavus Myers,
.
other company.
board of directors of the Insane asyl;
For sult your own interests and The Op- any Death
clear and pure.
claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write any
tory of Tammany Hall," tells a good water, fresh,
urn. went home to Raton this afterRoth's.
form of policy that may be wauted, and every policy contains the most liberal
tic office at the same time.
reminiscence ot Stephen Crane that sale at P.
noon.
terms and best advantages.
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'Red
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before
the
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L. C. Butscher,
Major Flint for water filters.
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where
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a
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never
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he
New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
for
willingly
withal,
Across the bridge is where you get
in Las Vegas while seeking
meal. He always managed to dead the pure ice cream from Harvey's
ness with an eagle eye.
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PHOENIX, ARIZONA
CRIPPLE CREEK. Colo., July
head it.
cream. Gibson & I
mountain
separator
Miss Mabel Mllligan, who has been
Up to noon today the fate of the live
Seitz.
the guest of Miss - Dick rfor several
Balascofs private secretary, Ben
men
taken from the deputy sheriffs
weeks, left last night for Flagstaff
F. Boeder, also a playwright, in tell
New potatoes, strawberries, every
A. T., whera she will visit her par last night is unknown. It is reported
lng of his experience with stageland. day at Ppen's.
towthe men have been Been fleeing
ents.
relates the following Incident ot Mis.
Attorney Euseblo Chacon returned ards Canon City, but It is not confirm-ed- . Leslie
Carter, Just before her Inltlai
will
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He
Dip tanks at Gehrlng's
last night from Trinidad.
men were taken to the edge success was achieved In "The Heart
The
move his family there next week. Las
After rehearsal, ho had , COTTAGE FOR RENT 1028 7th;
at- of town by two deputies last night of Maryland."
Vegas regrets losing the astute
with the intention of deporting them. occasion to conduct her to her car- hot water furnace. Phil Doll.
Within the next week or ton
torney.
ot riage. She smilingly thanked him but
ilnvs I will he rcurtr to break
Chief Justice Mills and family will There they were seized by a mob
to invite him to accompany
outfits at
All kinds of camping
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CENTER STREET' ;
south
their
Italian
brigands
Among
One piano
capital since the death of
personal property,
CLASS W0RUCEN.
..FIRST
er. Mr. Sund had not seen his chit their horses are taught to resist the
made by Huntington Piano Co.; Stylo
the law.,... During the en0. L OKEOMV, Prat.
above
dren for five years. Miss Walte fe ofllccrs of
13339.
The
107.
No.
case
oak.
counter at Itnna Bucoa, la which the
.THE.
Bister to Victor Walte of the'dty
Mlrte was' killed, the gen- 'property has been seized and taken In
brigand
and will pay an extended visit nore darmerie was amazed by the furious to possession by me under and by
" M.
the t well known behavior of his horse, Which lashed out virtue ot a decree of the said district
C. Needham,
Never Rains But it Pours. Get .
and influential citizen- .oL. WatroiiB, on alt sides, and succeeded In Injuring court of San Miguel county at ' its
left'for home this afternoon after a one of the officers. Oh Inquiry after- Msy term, A. IX 1904,
Roofs and Gutters Ready. S.
May 23
ward smong the prisoners taken.lt was 1904, for the foreclosure of a certain
the
in
or
.The
two
" PLUMBINO
clty,
,
busyilsjt
been
had'
horse
the
that
ascertained
PATTY, Bridge Street, Does Galgentleman says that stockmen In his trained to behave in this way by being chattel mortgage on said property ex
MAIHILERV
TINNING
are
a
for
and
recovering
the
ecuted
defendant,
of
country
the
by
one
kicked
part
CJKNKHAL IIAIt1WAUIC
repeatedly flogged- until he
vanized Roofing and Spouting In
MONEY LYINQ AROUND
from the effects' of the drouth. There of the brigands, dressed as a carabi- Judgment and decree in said cause fo
have been frequent rains of late and neer, approaching him. The horse at the sum of $384.17 and $11.35 costs
loose !
"re to disappear in some the Best Manner. CALL HIM.
he In favor of the above named plalntlf
the country looks particularly good last became such an adept thatrear
are apt to spend it careYou
and
kick
to
way,
be
relied
upon
might
and against the above named defend
Just now.
of a uniThieves may break in and
mere
at
the
sight
lessly.
furiously
on
of
th
$50.00
Interest
with
ant,
Judge J. R. McFle was a passengei form. Ixmdon Globe.
steal It. Tut It In the
above sum at the rate ot 6 per cen
on last night's No. 1 on his way back
o
'
on
remainder
the
-and
per annum,
to Santa Fe from St.' Louis. The
Hoash on rh
Plaza Trust' & Savings Bank
costs at the rat
For ladles' or gentlemen's suit
They have a way of settling lawsuits said sum and raid
Judge went to the World's Fair city
f
or rain coats, It is
until
dat
cent
the
to
ot
well
10
annum,
be
would
It
copy
per
per
to visit bis son, Ralph, who has In India that
There It will be absolutely safe.
hut xroiis to air. Large variety
ReMa
to
from
until
of
the
and
Kprlngflcld
sale
snld
here,
paid
according
vilshown by
",
charge of one of the Philippine
j.
Thieves don't trouble banks with such
publican. When a dispute arises over 23, 1904, together with the costs tha
will not
You
lages there, the young man accom the owiierxlilp of land two holes are have accrued and
It
as
vaults
possesses.
may accrue; and fo
THE TAILOR
whe
RUSSELL,
panled by his mother and sister,
spend It, except for something Impordug near together mid the two oppos- a sale of sal, property; and at which,
reach
San
will
to
in
their
Phoas
Louis,
No. 89.
Colorado
remained
St
tant And Instead of disappearing it
ing lawyers nicely planted up
raid sale the above named plaintiff o
ta Fe In a week or two. Judge McFle waists. The first one to ftecome bitten
Increase.
the
will
For
money
actually
of the parties to' this stilt may
and Mining Machinery built and repaired, Machine work promptly
is enthusiastic concerning the great by a bug or becomes so exhausted that any
'
MILLdone. All kinds of Castings made. Agent for Chandler A Taylor Co's will commence to earn Interest on Ithe
has to be xhumd loses the case become the purchaser thereof.
fair.
Engines, Boilers and Saw Mills, Webstor and Union Gasoline Engines self Immediately. It takes very little a Delloloma
S
Dated at Las Vegas, New Mexico
for his client. This does away with
and Holsters, i'amplng Jacks. ' Best power for pumping and Irrigating
to start an account with this bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry 0. Bnrsum pass unnecessary talking and adds an In- this June 17th, 1904.
Also the Ideal and Hampton Windmills and
no
No
smoke,
S
danger.
3 Crmmd
ed through the city last night on teresting element of r lis tire to the
CLEOFES ROMERO,
towers, Csll and see us.
JsrrtJMOM fUTNOLtis, President.
h
their way bck t Snt Fe wnm game.
u
Sheriff
avail, RaraoLOS. OMhlai
unaia lUburr
77 i-Mr. Bursum 1 superintendent of th
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territorial penitentiary. After attend
Refrigerators at Geh ring's.
Spring chickens at Turner's.
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Splendid
Address
(Continued from Page 3.)
of democrats; and when the
war came on, the picked men of that
party rallied to the colon, Douglas,
shortly before be died, declared bis
unfaltering support of Lincoln. The.
sua would go down before I couIJ
name the democrats who fought like
beroea for the country. Grant, She
man, Sheridan, fix. Sickles, Logan- -la
short, an Innumerable host, democrats all, rushed Into the field and
thereafter fought and worked with
f the republicans while life lasted. And
that vast majority of Lincoln's In
1864 would hare been impossible bad
canting
sot myratda of democrats,
tbeu life long associations to . the
winds, listened to the Inward monitor
which said, "Choose you this day
Aa ft wau r.dla
"a.,l-i ... wilt
'
so It has been In after year. When
. the
attempt was made to repudiate. In
whole or in part, the national di bt;
or to abolish the system of protee-- i
tion to American Industries, founded
and
by Washington and Hamilton,
approved by the experience of a bun-dred years;- or to degrade our currency at the demand of mere Ignorance and greed In all these caais we
saw the proof of the homely adaj
that you may lead a horse to the wsi.
er but may not make blm drink, in
spile of organizations and platforms.1
In spite of the frantic adjurations of
tided orators, hosts of patriotic
walked quietly to the polls and
voted as their consciences dictated.
In the interests of the publip welfare
rather than of a 'party. Even In so
lofty and restricted an arena aa out
senate, we bave seen the ablest ant)
moat adroit organiser of bis party fail
In the most energetic effort of Mb
life to Induce his party to reject a
great national benefit because It waa
offered by republican bands. Half
"the democratic senators ssid this was
no question for pettifogging politics
and voted for an American canfll

udn

dem-ocra-

across the Isthmus,
bolds in regard to the neutrality of
China in the present
ar have all
.been dictated by on consistent policy,
of taking care that our Interests ro
ceive no detriment in the pacific;
that while we wish no harm to anyone
else, we shall see that no damage in
done to our peojrle, no door shut In our
fare.
Tho
begun by McKIn
ley and successfully
completed
by
Roosevelt for the abrogation of the
Claytonliulwer treaty, which Impeded our freedom of action In bullJmg
an lsthmtsn canal, was a part of the
same general plan of opening a field
of enterprise In those distant regions
where the far west becomes lha far
east In tbls matter we were met In
the moat frank and friendly spirit
by the British government, as also In
the matter of the Alaskan boundary,
which was settled for all time by a
blph Judicial tribunal removing
a
cloud upon our title to another great
Pacific" possession.
And to close this
record of success monotonous
gained by appeals to reason
rather than force, without parade or
melodrama came the treaty with
"Panama, by which wo finally gained
the pathway across the Isthmus by a
perpetual grant, ensuring thu con
struction of an American canal under
American control, built primarily for
American needH, but open on equal
terms to all the people of goo, will
,
the world over.
All the foreign policy of MrKlnlcy
and Roosevelt has been marked with.
the tame stamp of honesty and fair
dealing, confessedly In American lit'
but treating our friends' with
huh i:iiiiniuuieil"li,
i lie unvv
( made more treaties than any two pre.
ceding president; and the conclusion
of the whole matter Is that we stand
todsy In Independent though amicable
nations to all the real of tho world
without an ally and without an enemy.
t If the government for the last
jfear bad done nothing iTse, It would
hsye? entitled itself to an honorable
fcilace in history by the manner In
, Which "it has hsndlco the question V1
the Islands whone destiny has been
(
so interwoven with our own. The war
with Spain was carried through with
e

out a shadow of corruption, without
a futM.
a mnnt , a r1n1ral fault
dred dsys sufficed for the flunflr'g.
Diplomacy then dlfl Its work, and our
. commissioners urougnt nome a treaty
a
Hia
(ustsT at ft if mn &.r.wftil.
ami Hint is. eean
rr juaw
imiv itu uviiiji
o
the
unite
impossible
opposition
i against It.
Then came tho far more
'
difficult and delicate task of admin
You remember the
lAfatlon.
jot evil wMi which the
air wss filled.; that' we had not the
baliit nor the ability to govern out
lying possessions; that the islands
fniuld be cesspools of robbery and
frasd; that the pntrrprlw
In violence and would go out In
disaster. And now you know the re- suit The republic never Is In default of men to serve It worthily
whn the chief of We state Is honest
st- -i

4

rm-rm-celved

em. at

and able; when be has the eye and
the will to choose' the best men and
will be satisfied with no fas. So in
Cuba, Porto Rico,' and the Philippines
wo got the best we bad. Wood, Allen
M
and Hunt, and Taft bave each
work
and
gaina
wrought
great
place
ed a righteous fame. Cuba and Porto
Rico are free and enjoying 4he one
r
under her own banner ,the other
the Stars and Stripes a degree of
prosperity and happiness never known
before In all their troubled story. As
to the Philippines, the work done
there by Judge Taft and his associate,
will rank among the highest achieve
ments of colonial administration reNever since their
corded In history.
discovery has there been such general
peace and order; so thorough a pr
tectlon of the peaceable and rest rarer
of evil doers; so wide a diffusion of
education; so complete a guaranty to
Industry of the fruit of Its labors. And
when they see this energetic and effi
cient government caried on, free from
the venality and bribery which formerly seemed to them a necessity of ex.
fttence, then, indeed, they are liki
them that dream. The principal evil
from which they still suffer has lis
peo
origin here. Home
pleand others not so well meaning

f

ulT-de-

Sour

Stomach

Ne appetite, less of strength, nervous-ces-s,
hssdache, const! psHon, bad brssth.
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indlcestlesw
Kodol cures indigestion. This nev dlsoov
sry represents the natural Jute of digestion ss they Mist la a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known toaio
and reoonstroctlve properties. Kodol Dya
pepsta Cure does not only cure tadlgestloa
and dyspepsia,' but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by clesnslng,
purifying, sweetening and strengthen! of
the mucous membranes lining ths stomach
.Mr. & 8. Bell, of Kmnsaeed. W, V., err

hi

Kj rri.

troubled wMi wur Moaxcli fee
I
Kodol eared me end
we SSv Mfet H la atffe

"Win. Lane of Corona, a well known
well driller of that vicinity, has JusJ
finished an 800 foot well near there
which pumps 150 gallons per minute
without apparently decreasing thej
flow. He has also finished a 500 foot
well at Ft. Stanton and secured the
contract to dig 500 feet deeper.

Cheerfully

Recommended
'

Rheumatism.

for

Liniment; one bottle cured me, I
can cheerfully recommend it to all
suffering from like affliction." 25c,
50c, $1.00.

.

The Alamogordo Improvement com
Digests What Yob Eat.
gsr. 11.00 Sit hotline 2 Dines the trial pany are receiving letters every day
six, which Mill for 60 cant.
from people of the middle west states
Prepared by K.O. DeWITT OO, OHIOAQOk
relative to land and property who
For sale by Winters Drug Co., and
contemplate coming to this country
K. D. CoodalL
to make their homes.
MKo4c4

whole-hearte-

-

Bum-me-

Croup.
Is a violent Inflammation of the mucous
membrane of the wind pipe, which
sometimes extends to the larynx and
bronchial tubes; and Is one of the

No Pity Shown,
"For years fate was after me
writes F. A. Gulledge Verbena, Ala. "I had a terrible case 01
Plies causing 24 tumors. When al
failed Bucklen'a Arnica Salve
me. Equally good for Burns and iff.
acbea and pains. Only 25c at all

c

Druggists.

most dangerous diseases of children.
It almost always comes on In the
night. Give frequent small doses of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup and apply Ballard's Snow Liniment externally
to the throat 25c, 50c, $L00.

Safeguard the Children.
Notwithstanding all that Is done
by boards of health and charitably
inclined persons, the death rate among
small children Is very high during the
hot weather of the summer months
in the large cities. There is not
probably one case of bowel complaint
In a hundred, however, that could l.ot
be cured by the timely use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. Mr. Frank Rigga, of Frank-llnvlllN. Y., in speatung of this
remedy said: "I have found it expedient to have a supply of Chamber-Iain'- s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy on hand. It has been a family
safeguard and while especially beneficial to children. It Is equally good
In adult eases. I recommend It cheerfully and without reservation." For
Bale by all Druggists.

Your choice for

$2 50,
$3.50,

$3.00

$4-50-

$5.00

,
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fruit-raiser- s;
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8uo-eess- o
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Vegas. N. M.

$400

vnu want GOOD We
jive the
SHOES at these
prices or would like
Green Savings
to eee some nice
call at the
or 5
Stamps
Common Sense .Shoe
Store.
off for Cash.

IF

shoe-makin- g

C. V. HEDGCOCK,
.
.
WEST SIDE.

BR.IDGESTR.EET.

P AN
m PER CENT OFF
order to reduce our present large stock of
high grade pianos, we will offer as a spec
ial inducement for the next sixty days a diss
count of THIRTYTHREE AND ONETHIRD
PER CENT on such well known makes as the

IN

Steger & Sons
Bush & Gerts

uu AND

If

a.nd others.

A good

upright, for $185.00.
Almosf new. handsome oak case, high grade
piano for $265.00.
Your choice of good squares $50.00.
Organs at your own price
second-han-

d

.SOLD ON KASV IMYMKNTM 11Y
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Office
Vegas,

N. M.

A. A. Jones, Attorney-At-LIn Crockett building,
Vegas, N. M.

Of-

a.

fice

Eust Laa

SOCIETIES.
I. O. O. F, Laa Vegas Loige No. 4,
meets every Monday evening at their
hail. Sixth street.

are cordially

.

j

a

1

3

r.

a

n

Thursday

1904.

of each moon

For Farm Folks.
A new, attractive, interesting farm
Journal, 'The Earth" Devoted to the
great southwest, Its Industries, climate
and opportunities. Write for sample
eopy. One years' subscription. 25
cents. Issued monthly; profusely Illus
trated. Address TKE EARTH,. 1118
Railway Exchange,

Chicago.

at the

sleeps

Seventh Run

JOth

sad

Breath. Visiting chiefs
always
welcome, to the Wigwam.
W. L.
Thompson. Sachem; c. N. Hlgglns,
Chief of Records.

Fraternal Union of America meets
first and third Tesdav evnin
nf
each month In the Fraternal Brotherhood hall, west of Fountain
Square at
8 O'clock.
T. 1. Plorruvl v M . rtr
O. Koogler,
Secretary,
The Fraternal Brotherhood,
No.
102, meets ever
Friday nlht at
their hall in ths Schmidt
building,
west of Fountain square, st 8 o'clock.
Visiting members
are always wel-

Night Was Her Terror
would cough nearly All night
lonR." Writes Mrs. rhna AnnWalo
of Alexandria, Ind , "and could hardly
Kwi any sieep.
i naa consumption so
bad that If I walkpH a Mrv.tr t
..t.i
cough frightfully and spit blood, but
en an oiner medicines railed, three
11.00 bottles
m. come!
...... nf nr.- Kna'.
- - rt
an
covcry wholly cured me and I galnec
63 pounds."
C N. HIGGINS, President.
It's absolutely guaran
eed to cure Coughs, Colds, La Grippe
O. W. GATCHELU
Secretary.
nronrhltls and all Throat and Lung
Troubles. Trial bottles free at all
HOTELS.
Drug Stores.

"I

a..5?"'!!f' HoUI' Popu'f Rates, Clean
ffs Dontlaa avenue.

Do You

Want

HARNES&
J- -

T7?

A PICTURESQUE

ill

H

FOR SALE AT DEPOT DRUG STORE.

iirri
Hf'VM
i

1

1.

Mi

wiw-r-

HJf?

V7TO

S. N. LAUGH

Ll,

len.l wood, South Dakota.

C.

Jonea, The Harness
street

Maker,

TAILOR8.

J.
n
g ri'Ofi

rhmate Is uiiexcello ami
trout flshinu is excellent? Ifso.Hdriver,

Diseases-Guarant- eed

slii'ltorwil
. ...... ti i.nlr

rid

.

HomtVery Chea.D

.

Cures all Kidney and Bladder

E. V. Long, Attorney-At-Laia Wyman block. East Las

All visiting breth-blere- a
invited to attend.
W. M. Lewis. N. O ; V. A.
Henry, V. O.
STHAVED On Fourth of July, bay T. M.
W.
Elwood,
Sec;
Crites,
horse, white spot in forehead; brand Treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock cemetery
ed H left shoulder; had rope around trustee.
neck. Return to Troy Steam Launs. O. E., Meets First And Third
tl
dry; $5.00 reward. ,
Thursday evenings, each month, at
FOUND.
Sixth street lodge room.
Visiting
brothers cordially lvited.
FOUND On July 4th at Gallinas
EUSEBIO CHACON, Exalted Ruler.
park, a watch fob. Call at 718 CoT. . BLAUVELT, Sec.
lumbia avenue.
Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F. A A, M.
FOR SALE.
communications
Regular
third
FOR SALE Milk cows, cheap. Ap Thursday u. each month.
Visiting
brothers cordially invitej. M. R.
ply to Mrs. M. Green.
tf
Williams, W. 1L; Charles H. Spor-ledeNotice of Lost Certificate.
Secretary.
Public notice Is hereby given that
Rebekah Lodge, I. o. O. F Meets
I the undersigned am the owner of
Certificates of Deposit Issued by The iecond and fourth Thursday evenings
San Miguel National Bank of Las A each month at the I. O. O. P. hall,
Mrs. Lizzie F. Dalley, N. G.; Miss Julia
Vegas, being No. 86C5 for 29S.D0 IsV.
Leyster,
Mrs. A. J. Wertz, See.;
sued January 8th, 1904, and certificate
No. 8353 Issued September 21st, 1903 Mrs. Sofie Anderson, Tress.
for 3"0.67.
Notice Is hereby further
Eastern 8Ur, Regular Communlca-uogiven that I have stopped payment on
second and fourth Thursday evensaid certificates and the same have ings of each mouth. All visiting broth-sr- s
and sisters are cordially invited.
never been endorsed by me. That I
;.'::'., awewu, wuruiy . matron;
lost said certificates on June 3rd, 1904. I
Jirnest Browne. W. P.; Mrs. Emma
Any person finding said certificates Benedict, Bee; Mrs. M. A.
Howell,
will please forward to me at Las Frttae.
Vegas, New Mexico, and I wall pay
REDMEN
meet
in
Fraternal
a suitable reward for same.
Brotherhood
ball
tho
CLAUDE 11ETSON.
second
fourth
Las Vegas, New Mexico, Juna 29th, and

v..

m

PERRY ONION

ciiittom-houses-

INSTRUCTION.

Crsduite Optician.

7-- 2

FOR MEN AND BOYS.

at

Phone 94.

C.D.SEELY.3I.D.

first-clas-

Wear l Douglas Shoes

Jr
". ?"''?.""&

HOLT,

Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps aad surveys made, boildlaga
na construction work of all ktmaa
i an nei anJ
superintended. OSes
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas

Kiester'a Ladies' Tailoring
College
will
measto
how
teach
take
ladies
WANTED.
you.
own
and
make
their
cut
ures,
draft,
WANTED Man under 35 years of
kinds. Satisfaction
Raton and vicinity was visited by a
of
all
gaimenta
from
Las Vegas with fair eduage
aide
North
Plaza,
heavy downpour of rain Sunday after,
guaranteed.
cation to prepare for lucrative Govt,
noon and evening.
rooms.
Kihlbers
Ranges are in
position.
Begin with salary of
good condition and ranchmen are corISOO.OO with increase as deserved.
STENOGRAPHER.
respondingly Tiappy.
Write at once. I. S. S., Box 570,
W. H. tingles, stenographer and
Cedar Rapids, Ia.
Do You Want "the Earth?
ypewnter, room No. 6, Crockett
The Earth ia a new monthly illus- WANTED Immediately a
Hock, Las Vegaa. Deposition. and
trated Journal, published by the Sansecond cook. Call at Montezuma tuieiy public.
ta Fe, Tells the truth about the great
Restaurant.
southwest and Californ a the truth
OSTEOPATH.
WANTED A good nurse for children.
Is good enough.
Frequent articles
DR. H. W. HOUF and DR. EMMA
Apply at 1102 Eighth St.
describing your part of the country.
PURNELL, phybiciaus. Oifice Oluey
Contains letters written by farmers,
FOR RENT.
stockmen and
men who
block. 'Phones, Vegas, 41; Colorvl?,
- room
house and bath
$20.00
bave succeeded and who give the rea175. Sunday hours by appointment
modern bouse on 8th St $30.00
sons why. Strong editorials and inonly.
A very perrooms, furnished
teresting miscellany.
$25.00
DENTISTS.
suasive immigration helper.
Storage for household goods. Call
Dr. E. L. Hammond, Dentist,
at office.
lo Dr. Decker, rooms suite No.
Mrs. E. A. Turner, enroute from
T.
Crockett block. Office hours 9 ts
"We have a tenant for a five or six
Denver, Colo., to her home in Madrid,
1J and 1:30 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 22,
New Mexico, stopped off in Raton for room modern house furnished. What Colo. US
a few days' visit with Mr. and Mrs. have you?
ATTORNEYS.
Wm. Howella.
We now have full charge of TtOTCrr-th- a
George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
lhall. This popular hall is for
Jfflce, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N.
World's Fair Pamphlet Free.
rent for parties, dances, fairs .and M.
12-a handsome illustrated World's Fair all sorts of entertainments. Call
up"
George P. Money Attornsy-At-Lapamphlet containing a three-colo- r
map us for dates and rates.
and
United States attof St. Louis and the Fair Grounds and
SMl Estate and Investement orney. Office in Olney building, East
Co
625
half-tonmuunt,
Avenue.
DoJglM
views of the principal buildLas Vegas, N. M.
ings. A copy free upon request P. FOR RENT Two office rooms In the
Frank ' Springer, Attornsy-At-LaP. Hitchcock, O. P. A., Denver, Colo.
Opera House.
Apply Opera Bar.. Office in Crockett building. East Las

y

SHOW CASES

HOLT
and euiteble gtiuaes fitta ui r
a:; err-.rio-t
refraction eje strain,
short
eight, long tight, failiDi? aiehr,rkiN,
hewta- he mad
a,
DervouniMw. A urv tck ..( apwtactei,
r i
Uscsn and all kind
el rtnluu-e-d
pncM. Owr thirty
practice aa physician, enriteon, ocwliHt jear.
and nt cmn, I now
confine my time strictly tooubiinetry. Located permanently st 5U6 Grand avenue,

Energy all gone?Headache? Stom
ach out of order?. Simply a case of
torpid liver." Burdock Blood Bitters
will make a new man or woman of

y

gsffi

ARCHITECTS.

The Optic will do your Job printing
In the best possible style and at the FOR RENT Good pasture with plenty of water just outside the city
IoweBt prices. The business man who
limits.
Apply to Mrs. M. Green
for
Charles Anderson of Alamogordo, grieves because citizens send
7.48 t.
In bis line to other cities and
things
who wag called to Colorado 8prings
then sends his own printing to some LOST At Gallinas Park, a pearl
by the death of his little son, reheart. Return to The Optic.
cheap eastern establishment where
turned Sunday. His family will ar- the character of the work la cheaper
STRAYED Bay pony, branded AB
rive this week and they will make than the
price, is nothing if not Inconthat town their home.
Inverted; long mane, tall and fore. sistent
lock. Reward If returned to E. J.
Piggott, Jr., at Jefferson Raynolds
In Every Pathway of Life
residence on boulevard.
tf

EflNYROYAt PILLS
?

Professional Directory.

Tested
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Mr. and Mrs. James Hubbard, who
left Alamogordo a year ago to make
their borne In Texa. have recently
returned to Alamogordo and will remain.

f.at

"""

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

P. C. Crews and wife, formerly of
O. G. Hlgbee. Danville, Ills., writes.
Dec. 2, 1901: "About two years ago Raton, now of Colorado Springa, rt
I was laid up for four months with among the westeri Tislton a the
rheumatism. I tried Ballard's Snow World's Fair this week.

Bottles

Claud Randall, who has held the position of day clerk at the Hotel
left for Colorado Springs,
where he will remain some weeks,
from thence ho ijlll go to Iexlngton,
Ky., with his father, who Is a contractor In I he employ of the government, and will have charge of the
are constantly persuading ibera that construction of buildings there.
they are oppressed and that they will
No'Falie Claims.
be given their liberty, as they cbooeo
The proprietors of Foley's Honey
lo cat It, as soon as the republican and Tar do not advertise this as a
party Is overthrown In this country. "sure cure for consumption." They
do not claim It will cure this dread
These are the true enemies of the
complaint In advanced cases, but do
Filipinos, and not tho men who are positively assert that It will cure In
energy and the earlier stages and never fails to
striving, with
give comfort and relief In the worst
with consummate success to ameii
Honey and Tar la
rate their condition and to make them canes. Foley's
without doubt the greatest throat and
fit for self government and all Its at- lung remedy. UofuCo substitutes,
tendant advantages.
The socallod
Mrs. A- R, Quick and daughter, MIps
confound
in their
left Raton Tuesday for Kansas,
Belle,
daily rfreeches and writings two absolutely unrelated Ideas tho liberty, the where they will visit for a fow weeks
civil
self government hefore going to Pennsylvania for an
rights, the
which we have given the Filipinos, extended visit.
and the Independence which the best
indigestion.
of them do not want an know they
With its companions, heart burn.
are unable to maintain. To abandon flatulence, toroldir.v of thn liver, cons
them bow, to cast them adrift at the tipation, palpitation of the heart, poor
mercy of accident, woulj bo an act of blood, headache and other nervous
cowardice and treachery which would symptoms, sallow skin, foul tongue,
orrenslve breath and a legion of other
gain us the scorn and reproach of ailments, is at once the most wide
civilisation.
spread and destructive malarlv timnm
Our opponents sometimes say wa the American nennle. Tlin Hnrhlnt.
treatment win cure all these troubles
have no right to claim tho credit of 60c bottle.
the great deeds of the last half cenA, S Pierco and family of Douglas,
tury that we could not have accomplished them without tho aid of demo-crat- Ariz., arrived in Alamogordo and will
Nothing truer was ever said; remain permanently. Mr, Pierce will
and it is one of the chief glories of be connected with the Pierce Mercan-til- e
company.
our annals, and It forms the surest
foundation of our hopes for the future.
The principles upon which our party Chamberlain's .Colic, .Cholera .and
Diarrhoea Remeoy.
Is built are so sound, they have so
This remedy is certain to be needed
Irresistible an attraction to patriotic In almost very home before the
r
Is over.
and fair minded men, that whenever a
It can always be depend
time of crisis comes, when t'.ie nation. ed iiKn even In the most severe and
caRea. It ) Is especially
We aro not cluimlng that we mon- dangerous
valuable
for summer disorders In
opolize the virtue or the patriotism of children.
It Is pleasant to take and
the country. There aro good men lit never falls to give prompt relief.
all parties. I know far better men Why not buy it now? It may save
life. For sale Jty all Drufcglsts.
than I who are democrats,
rtut we
are surely allowed, in a love
World's Fair Rates.
like this, to talk of whnt has been
The following rates to St, Louis
done by, the fumlly and at least to
and return will be In effect from Las
brag a little of the democrats who Vegas during the season covered
by
Vo get their votes
have helped us
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
for one reason
we Season
only because
ticket, final limit Dec
started right and in the main have IS
...S53.36
We Invite acdessions Sixty-dakept right.
ticket
43.60
from the ranks of our patriotic oppo Ten-da39.25
ticket
we
and
shall get them tn the
nents,
Ask the ticket agent about It
future, ss we have In the past, when
W. W LUCAS, Agent
ever we deserve them. We shall got
them tbls year, because this your wi
I'rof. B. J. Kdwsrds and I). 8. Milll-Ka- n
do deserve them.
We come before
who havo been in Alamogordo
the country In a position which can somn weeks Tor th Ir
health li ft for
not be successfully at tacked In front,
Alhuquerque Wednesday where they
or flunk, or rear. What we hav done, will remain
for sonio time.
whnt wo are .doing, and whnt we In
tend to do on all three we confidently challenge the verdict of the
American people. The record of fiftth vrBi,,;::!::v,,-j- Ml KXtiMMI
itri
AS&k
ty years wilt show whether as a
Hht.ia.rlklm 1 kr a. .tli.r. H.hiM
mm
party we aro fit to govern; the stun
Ihnimii Ulmil..
7t OiMct.l, , twit.
4. la
of our domestic and foreign nffalrs
r.
aa
rawill show whether as a party we hnvo
u"i
Ma4lm
fallen off; and both together will
a,..,., I'Hil., p
show whether we can be (runted for s
while longer.
Our platform Is before the country.
Perhaps It is lacking In novelty.
There Is certainly nothing sensational
about It. It Is substantially the plat
IS
form on which we won two great vic
OOTS
tories In I ho name of McKlnley, anil
DAMP STOVES
Its
it Is still sound and serviceable.
REFRIGERATORS
-principles have been tested by eight
feef ewe
years of splendid success and havt
received the approval of tho country
It Is In line with aft our pint for n
SANITARY
of the past.,.- except where prophecy
STORAGE
and promise In those days have be
Tot Household Furniture
come history In these. We stand
Hnm and xntonta thurnushly f
l
by tho ancient ways which have prov
st frintnt Inivi vsl.
ed good.
Cole. Phons 271
It would take a wizard to guess
CnrnT of lht lU;A.
Nortbst
what dainty our
adversaries will
set before the sovereign people tomorrow.
Their state conventions
hsvo given them a rich variety to
chonse from. As to money, they
range all Ibo way from IJodlam to
Helnont; as to tariff, the one wing
tn Maryland Is almost sane, the otbei
wants raving free trade and dynamite
for tho
When they
discuss our Inland possessions, some
want to scuttle away and abandon
them out of hand; others agree with
that sensible southerner who said
(Continued on Tago Seven.)
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the tailor. Orders taken

Men'e Suits. 90S Msln
opposite the Normal.

street
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Hir

meals. Center street

n
rather than down; to the party ol
the dawn, rather than of the sunset
For fifty years the republican party
has believed in the country and la
bored for it in hope and joy; it ha:
reverenced the flag and followed it
has carried it under strange skies and
FOR SALE BY THE
horizons
planted it on
It has seen the nation grow greatei
bound by 'lis oath to execute it. He
every
year and more respected; by
was
brought the proceeding which it
Just dealing, by intelligent labor, b
his duty to bring. The courts, from
a genius for enterprise, it has seen
the lowest to the highest, sustained
the
country extend its intercourse ana
his action. He did what it woult
To Our Readers:
Its influence to regions unknown to
located in the handsome homes of th
have been a high misdemeanor not
(Concluded from Page 6.)
Justice
our fathers. Vet it has never abates
Blanks.
It I with great pleasure that we best Christian cltisen ot St Louis
"What's the use talking about expan to have done. The laws in this conn one
jot or title of the ancient law
are able to announce to you that It is largely people ; who own their own
sion.
Great Scott! we've done ex try are made to be obeyed, whethei imposed on us
Subpoena
an
Appearance Bond, Dls't Court
by our
In our power to solve the vexed
or
Is
it
not.
unsafe
is
safe
It
Summons
always
ques homes, not sharper located in th
panded!" One thing Is reasonably
cestors. We have fought a good fight,
Garnishee, Sheriff's OfSo
tlon
as to where you are to stop when city for a few months only te skin th
Writ
of
sure; they will get as near to om to disobey them.
Attachment, Original
Bond, General
but also we have kept the faith. The '
But there has been more noise mad
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
platform as they possibly can and
attending the great World's Fair at World's Fair visitor. This company.
Road Petition
constitution of our fathers has been
over
his suddenness on the Isthmus
will
Affidavit In Attachment, Original
St Louis, and as to Just what It will by controling 1,500 rooms, ia enabled
by Implication
they
approve
Bond of deputy
the light to our feet; our path is, and
C08t
Affidavit In Attachment, Duplicate,
you. Throuch an arranirpmnnr to make the extremely low rate ot
everything McKlnley and Roosevelt of Panama than elsewhere. It is dlf will ever remain, that of ordered pro
Guardian's Bond and Oath
; have done in the last four
with the St. Louis European Hotel $1.00 per person per day, sold only on
Garnishee Summons, Original
years. ficult to treat this charge with ser Kress of liberty under the law. ' The
Administrator's Bond and Oath
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate
Co., a Missouri Corporation, Vhlch is a certificate Plan that is, you mak
They will favor sound finance and r iousnoss. The president bad made country has vastly increased, but the
Letters of Guardianship
Bond in Attachment
tariff which will not disturb business' a treaty' with Columbia at her owi!
highly recommended by the Lincoln application for accommodations, stat-Letters of Administration
statesmen who preced
Execution
Trust Company of St. Louis, and Ing number ot days and month you
Warrant to Appraiser
rigid honesty In administration and solicitation, which was infinitely tc ed us provided for Infinite growth
Order to Garnishee to Pay
which controls and operates 1,500 el- desire to come, on the coupon appearprompt punishment of the dishonest; her advantage, to Inaugurate an en The discoveries of science have made
Summons, Probate Court
Garnishee Receipt
the Monroe doctrine and an Isthmian terprlse which was to no for the bn miraculous additions to our knowl
egant modern rooms In close prox- ing below, enclose $1.00 for each day.
Justice's Docket,
Inch 109
11
Affidavit in Replevin
canal. To be logical thoy ought to efit of the world. He waited wit; edge; we afe not afraid of the light.
Justice's Docket, 8
inch 100 p imity to the Exposition grounds, we reserved, and mall the same to the
of
Office
Bond
this
in
are
enable
to
paper.
Replevin
to
Immediately
our
go on and nominate the republican endless patience while Bogota delay The fabric our fathers builded
Record
offer
for
Publlo
readers
Notary
the
on
Writ of Replevin
A True Bill
candidates who are pledged to all ed and trifled with the matter, and such sure foundations will stand all
greatest opportunity to solve the im- upon receipt of such application tb
finally rejected it, and suggested nmj hocks of fate or fortune, There will
these laudable policies.
Appearance Bond
portant Question, "where at and how St, Louis European Hotel Co. will for
Springer Law (Pro, to Minors)
Peace Bond
But they will not be logical. They negotiations for a larger sum. Pan always be a
Bond for Deed
much?' Tho tremendous attendance ward to you a certificate good for the
In
lookln
proud pleasure
'
Criminal Warrant
this World's Fair will send accom- -, time reserved or for any Urns duringat
do not care to oppose our policy; they ama, outraged by this climax of the ack on the
License
for
Application
history they made; but
Criminal Complaint
niodatlon prices skyward; In fact, will the Exposition period April 3i.'t, ta
Report of Surrey
merely deny our sincerity In avowing wrongs she had already .suffered, tleJ guided by their example, the coming
Mittimus
make them In many instances beyond December the 1st, 1904. This certiit. They can not deny the soundness dared and established her indopen generation lias the right to anticipate
Agreement Special Lease
Appeal Bond
Affidavit and Bond In Attachment the reach of ordinary people. The St. ficate is transferable so that in case ot '
of our principles; they pretend them (tence, .The presiUnt, following aii work not less Important, days equally
Notice of Attachment
v
Louis
selves to hold them. But the func- unbroken line of precedents, entered memorable to mankind. We who are
Original
European Hotel Company, the one reserving being unable to at-Criminal Comp't for Search War.
Affladlvlt and Writ in Attachment having leased 1,500 of tha finest rooms tend, he can dispose of his certificate'')"..,
tion of an opposition is to oppose, into relations with the new republic passing off the stage bid you, as th
Notice for Publication
si.. Louis over a year ago. are en without loss.
and as they are otherwise destitute and, obeying his duty to protect the children of Isreal encamping by the
Duplicate.
Venire
abled to" give our readers tha extrcm- Citation
This' company's general offices are
of an issue they seek to make a few transit of the Isthmus as all othe sea were bidden, to go farward; we
Notice of Garnlshm't on Exec
Constable's Sale
ly low rate of $1.00 per day for accom- located in the Milton Building, on .
by attributing: to us principles we presidents had done before him, gave whose hands can no longer hold thl
1
modations and guide service to con Eighteenth street, immediately al-Forthcoming Bond
Notice of Sale
have" never dreamed of holding and orders that there should be no blood
flaming torch pass It on to you thai
on
shed
Bond
the
line
of
the
Indemnifying
II.
duct
us.
Criminal
to
the
railway.
Warrants
are
abhorrent
to
the
which
Union
room
Station.
the
St Louis
patron
policies
and com- joining
Its clear light may show the truth tc
And distrusting the effect of these said, like Grant, "Let us have peace, the ages that are to come.
fortably establish him therein. Upon In Upon arrival In St Louis you present
General Blanks.
maneuvers in advance, they announce and we had it. It will seem lncredl
vestlgating this great proposition, we your certificate at the general office
have convludod arrengoments wherby the Company, . and their uniform
their plan of compaign to be not pro- - ble to posterity that any Amerlcar.
What's the secret of happy, vigor
Warranty Deed
Notes, per 100
we are the local agents for the St. guides will conduct to your room,
This is could nave objected to this. He acteo oils health? Simply keeping the bow
anything, but
Warranty Deed, Special
Wild Animal Bounty Claim
Louis European Hotel Company, snd thereby assuring you against losing
a mere counsel of desperation, and wisely and beneficiently, and ai: els, the stomach, the liver and kidWarranty Deed, Corporation
are prepared to reserve rooms at once your way and falling a victim to any
Sheep Contracts
Burdock
the republicans will gladly accept the some people can find to criticise In neys strong and active,:
Quit-claiDeed
Certificate of Brand
his action is that he w
ror our readers. Don't wslt, attend to of the ' many Bharks which will infest
Uo IrIM; Blood Bitters does it.
issue.
Deed
Mortgage
Conductor's
Book
Covers
it.
about
If
a
Freight
is
this
and
will
matter at once, and thereby save the City Bt that time. Checking
thing
Even on this narrow issue they
prop
right
Deed in Relinquishment
Cattle Account Book
Refrigerators at Gehring's.
money, inconvenience, anl perhaps, rooms will be maintained for the
dodge most of the details. Ask them. er to do, it does not make a crimina:
Mining Deed
Road Supervisor's Book
your life. Vou well know the great
of the Company's patrons,
Has the president been a good citi- to do it promptly. No, gentlemen;
Assignment of Mortgage
Special Rates to St. Louis.
Sheriff's Day Book
Jangers awaiting the untraveled and and In every way their comfort and
zen, a good soldier, a good man in That was a time when the hour am;
On
Satisfaction of Mortgage
July 9 and 23 only we will sell
Receipt Books
unwary In a great city at stico a time safety will be carefully looked after.
all personal relations? Is he a man the man arrived together. He' struct
Chattel Mortgage
tickets to St. Louis and return at
Satisfaction of Mortgage
when It will be the resort of sharpers As the number of rooms is limited, fill
of intelligence, of education? Does he while the iron was hot on the anvl
Chattel Mortgage, with Note
$24.55, good for ten days only, and
Chattel Mortgages with note ton from all over the world.
know this country well? Does he know of opportunity and forged as perf act
Imagine out the coupon today and remit to thl
not good In chair cars or sleepers.
Power of Attorney
Location Certificate Lode Claims
your plight if you take yourself nr Office. Remember, room can be rethe world outside? Has he studied a bit of honest statecraft as this g.'n
Bill of Sale
W. J. Lucas, agent.
Furnished Room Cards
your family Into unknown place and served for any number of days, from
Has he eration has seen.
law, history, and politics?
BUI of Sale, bound stock
For Sale Cards
We could desire no better fnriuiio
hous?Bl Under the plan of the St. on up, unless you wish to pay exorbihad great chances to learn, and ha
Lease, long and short form
TownBhlp Plata, large
your family into unknown places and tant prices and suffer a loss of time, '
he Improved them? Is he sound ana in me campaign upon wnich we art
Lease, M'ch'dlse and Per. Pr'ty
LItho. Mining Stock Certificate
Louis European Hotel Co. you are abstrong In mind, body, and soul? Is entering, than that the other side
personal Inconvenience and, perhapa,
Deed
Trust
Acts, Protection to Minor
solutely safe, aa all of their rooms are danger. Attend to thl at one.
he accessible and friendly to all sorts should persist in their announced in
Fe
Branch
Title
Bond
to
Mining Property
Teachers' Monthly Report
and conditions of men? Has he the tentlon to make the issue upon pru
Contract of Forfeiture
Tint T.bla No. 71.
Oath, School Director
courage and candor, and the God dent Roosevelt. What godsend to oui
Bond of Butcher
Chattel
EfTeetIvB Wednesday Anrll 1. 1903.1
Mortgages Renewal
some
orators!
some
It
takes
to
to
the
study,
people
Coupon.
speak
given ability
Protest
Bills of Sale Books
and tell them what he thinks? To all research to' talk about the tariff, oi SA8T
Notice of Protest
SOUND
WSHT 1IOPND
,',....".,.:
THE OPTO COMPANY,
Escrltura Oarantlsada
these questions they will answr, the currency, or foreign policy, mi Ko. B.
Miles No.
Warranty Deed, Spanish
Agt. St. Limit r.uroii nn llnlel On.
9:00 a m..l
Escrltura Sarantlyada
Ke.. r..
:s.Dcni
yes. Then what is your objection to to talk about Roosevelt! it is as easy 1:00 a id.. I ....t'aiiti.
no
S4
n n,
.. .. s
..EMmniilu..Ar.
Carta de Venta
of
lam Vogam,
Declaration
11:05 p Di. I.v... Knihudi)
Gracnu.-Of
Assumpsit
to
as
Ar.
M....
"the
of
the
will
stand
either
speechglory
1:05pm
him? They
sing
Transfer of Location
wpni,'. lt.'Hw I'lcurus.Ar. ..,. .10:06am
Hew Mexico.
Assay Office Certificate
6:Hi pm..Lv.. Autonlto .Ar.lS ... 7:35a tn
less or they will answer with the par
gentle birth and breeding, ye:
dear, sir, flnd
8:50 p ni..Lv...AlHii,w .... Ar 153
for
Power
II: 10 a m
of At
Acknowledgement
Sheriffs
Sale
I
In
.
of
so
man
of
the
we
the
best
have heard
rot cry which
DolluM, (or which rwr?a tor me room
people
8?:ise;
:ir a m..JjT ...I'nelilo ... .r SH7.. v. 1:37 am
torney
Sheep Contracts Partldo
i w ith the
cwniiuodtlou
) at 8t. Lonlii. for
. ten:
He is unsafe!
dityii
training of a scholar and r:i!a m..Ar... liuDvor tv 0. I:'pn
Marriage Certificate
Sheep Contracts Sale
during tli month of
or at uneh other time during tha"
In a certain sense we shall have ine breezy accessibility ot a rancii
Trains run dally except Sunday.
BUI of Sale (under law Feb., 15)
Exposition iwriwl, April aith to I'lnwinber lit, MM, n I hall dtwlre. at the
Commitments to Justice Peso
to admit this to be true. To every man; a man of the library and a man Connections wltb tho main! line Band
rut of II. w
Proof of Labor
day, and forward to m at once ecrtlflcnte of earn.
Court
aa
brunches
follows:
or
a
low; of the world; an athlete and think
grade of lawbreaker, high
Acknowledgment
Culture
Timber
At
Affidavit
Antonltu
for
Nllverton
all
and
Durango,
(tlgnrnd)
' to a man who would rob a till or a er; a soldier and a statesman; a read
points In the 8un Juan country.
Acknowledgment, Corporation
Witnesses to Pay Roll
ballot box; to the sneak or the bully; er, a writer, and a maker' of history, At Alamosa (with standard!
Town
for
La
gauge)
Authority to Gather Lire 8 took
Order to Pay Witness Fees
to the hypocrite and t the humbug, with the sensibility of a poet ..no Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
Real
Estate
Option,
Quit Claim Mining Location
County . .
wltb narrow K&uire for Monte Vista, Del
Theodore Roosevelt is more than un- the steel nerve of a rough rider; .one also
Official Bond
Noit Creede snd all point InilieSan Luis
Bond Mining Property
Title
Slmto
who never did, and never ci'iiii, turn
safe; he is positively dangerous.
Affld't Renewal Chattel Mortgage
valley.
Notice of Mining Location
But let us be serious with these his back on a friend or an eneuiy. A Atttallrfa wttnrmaln UmCistandard Ratine)
Affidavit
Proof TJnsecnred Debt
'
What are the coeff- man whose merits are so swu thaj lor all points east and west Including Lead
good people.
Mineral Location Notice
No. 1 Homestead Final Proof
narrow
vllleand
Mai
between,
points
fauge
icients in a chief of state? He should he csild win on his merits nlcrci Ida and
Grand Junction.
Township Plat
Homestead Applications
have courage ; the wisest coward that whose personality is so engaging that At Florence and Ounon City for the 'sold Appointment of Teacher
Homestead
Affidavit
ever lived is not fit to rule. Ana you lose sight of his merits. Make camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
Teachers' Certificate
Road Petition
At
Pueblo,
and
Denver
ColnradO'Bprliiin
want
no
on
man
we
What
blunder,
a
that!
like
their fight
Intelligence;
Appointment of Deputy
with all Missouri river lines for all points
Declaratory Statement
headed hero in the White Houso. Ana Irreverent caricaturist was It that east.
indo
would
them
called
the Stupid party?
For further Information address the under,
honest; a clever thief
Write for Complete Price List.
finite mischief. These three are th
In our candidate for the vice prcsl signed.
Ihroutrb passengers from Hunts Vt In
Indispensables. With them a man is dency we have gone back to the old standard gauge
sleepers) fromj Alamosa can
all the more safe if he has a sense and commendable custom of the re bare berths reserved
on application.
ADDRESS
J. B. Davis, Agent,
of proportion, a sense of humor, i public and have nominated a man in
Santa Fe, N M.
wide knowledge of men and affairs, every way fit for the highest place K a.
HOOPCH. O. V. A .
if he seeks good counsel; and, final in the nation, who will bring to the
Denver. Oolo
ly, it he is a patriot, if he loves his presidency of the senate an ability
country, believes In It, and seeks in and experience rarely equaled In its
gFrom JUNE 1st to SEPTEMBER 30th Inclusive
all things Its Interest and Its glory. history.
Final Return Limit OCTOBER' 31st, 1904.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LAS VEGAS
1 have detained you too long; yet
Any man may make mistakes; but
will
man
as
wora
tew,
a
make
such
this
ami as I close I want to say a
to
no grave ones.
the voune men whose political life
Such a roan Is our president air: Is beginning.
Anyone entering busl
our candidate. He Is prompt an i ness would be glad of the chance to
energetic, but he takes infinite pain? become one of an established firm
to get at the facts before he acts with years of success behind it, with
In all the crises In which he has been a wide connection, with unblemished
'
l& FUEL CO.
accused of undue haste, his actloi character, with credit founded on a
has been the result of long meditation rock. How infinitely brighter the
and
conviction.
If he future when the present is so sure,
SELLS
desired, we will route you via St. Louis
. thinks rapidly, that Is' no fault; h
the past so glorious.
Everything
thinks thoroughly, and that Is the es great done in this country In the last
in one direction, allowing stop-overjthe- re
WILLOWkCREEK
sentlal. When he made peace be fifty years has been done under the
A
ten days.
tween the miners and the operators auspices of the republican party. It
Are
the
Route
usinp;
the
Burlington
it was no sudden caprice but the fruil not this consciousness a great asset
very
agent for
$
as you may have noticed.
of serious reflection, and this act oi to have in your mind and memory?
The reason is plain. No other road
mingiea pnnantnropy and common As a mere item of personal comfort
sense was justified by a great practl Is It not worth having? Lincoln ana
offers a service with more advantageous
cat result When he proclaimed an
Grant, Hayes and Garfield, Harrisou
features.
Fast
the Monroe doctrine In the Venezuela and McKlnley names secure In thr
Through trains!
schedules!
case his action was followed by the heaven of fame
Unrivaled
r
dining-caserall
are gone
they
most explicit acceptance of that sav leaving small estates In worldly goods,
vice! Convenient hours of departure
. 3
ing policy which has ever 'come to but what fart possessions In prln
and arrival!
:roR.
oversea
from
He
actel very clples, memories, sacred associations!
uj
BLAG
i
swiftly, It Is true, In Mississippi, when It Is a start In life to share tha
I wish you would let us toll you
D
the best citizens of a town thrnitcriod wealth. Who now boasts that ho op
moro about these advant ages and more
Horseshoeing;
the life of a postmistress for no fault posed Lincoln? who brags of his vot
about our present very low rates.
but her color. He simply said, "Very Ing against Grant? though both acts
Itubber
Tires,
t , I
well, gentlemen; yoti may git your may have been from the best of mo
Whkoum Made to Order,
WILLIAM VAUCKX ',
"
letters somewhere else for a while
tlves.
In our form of government
Wakou Material,
GOING DRIVING ?
And as to the merger siii'.J, now there must be two
Heavy Hardware,
TICKET OrriCC, 103 17th. St, ' '
parties, and trad!
thst people have come to their scr.c Hon, circumstances, temperament,
I
Carriage Painting
a (oed outfit, sin
Cjntf
G.
W.
F'OR
VALLERY.
Gen'l
I
Agent.
ADMIRABLE OVISXSZ
or doubl. cavl I
HatlMfaction Guaranteed.
they see that his action In that case will always create sufficient opposl
hi
rail
en
tha
livl
DENVER,
was as regular as the equinox. He tlon. But what young man woulc
00URTE0U3 ATTENTION
and safe fitabla I No. 15
f y,
HENRY
was Informed through legal channels not rather belong to the party thai
that a statute had been violated. He does things. Instead of one that op
SANTA FE,
N.E7.
ThA.C.Schmldi;Shop.
Cooley &
did not make the statute, but he was poses them; to the
party that looks u&
Grand A re and Fonntian Square.

.

Document Blanks

Nearly all early cases can
cured. Expert phy.
tell us they rely
sicians
I
largely on three thingsfresh air, good food, and Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral. Follow your doctor's orders L,5f "SSr
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The Banner pattern! for August
have been received at Bacharach's.

Canto Four Thousand MHoo
For Tho Lao Vorjao Bntho
Distinguished Party From Spanish Honduras Disap
pointed To Find The Famous Healing Waters
"

sion.

HACK
from
this store with
purchases of

FREE
$1

Unavailable

The distinguished party from Span;
Miss Alice Smith will entertain
party of young friends pleasantly at ish Honduras, mentioned
yesterday
her hospitable some this evening.
by The Optic, travelled 4.000 miles
Isaac Bacharacb, who spent several for tbe purpose of taking tbe batbs at
days In Mora reports beavy rains over the Las Vegas Hat Springs, and tbey
there and says the country looks par don't intend to go borne without accomplishing tbe object of their mis
ticularly good.

We Sell Everything: and Everything the Bent.

ILFELD'S

THE FIFTH TIME

Redeeming
Redeem

or over.

The Plaza

of j the closing of the baths they
would have gone to Wlesebaden, Germany. Now tbey are here, every effort is being made to ensure tbe open
ing of the bath houses for a few weeks
for the benefit of the distinguished
visitors.' The matter has been taken
up with tbe Santa Fe officials and it
seems probable that the matter can
be arranged.
The members of the party are all
Besides tbe
genial and approachable.
doctor .only Miss Guillen speaks English.
Dr. Fest says that while Honduras
is hot enough in sumer and tbe
weather rainy In winter, the cllmat
is not all bad. and the summer beat is
not to be compared with that of St.
Louis, New Orleans or El Paso, The
republic, he says, is prospering and Is
a pleatant Iplace to live.
Speaking of the salubrious climate
of this section and of the virtue of
the baths, be says that thousands of
people from Central and' South America go annually to Colorado Springs,
Saratoga Springs and Arkansas Hot
Springs. It Is the advertisement of
such resorts in magazines and medical Journals and the recommendation
of physicians that cause them to go.
Las Vegas, with a superior climate,
with baths better than any ought to
be crowded the year around if proper
advertising were done and suitable accomodations provided for the visit-orThe gentleman himself is a
warm friend of Las Vegas and In a position to do us a great deal of good.
It Is to be hoped the party will be
able to carry out their wishes regarding the baths here.

That We Have Bought

about our Trading Stamps we

MaLrshaJ Field & Go's

Them

Entire Sample Line of

Faithful to
Your Interests
That's Ilfeld's, tbe Dig Busy Store

Muslin Underwear.

Tbe Albuquerque Citizen of Tuesday
Dr. F. T, B. Feat, former surgeon
'And that's why we're continually placing-befordevotes two full columns to the general of the Houduran army, was
Fourth of July accidents which oc here fourteen years ago. He wa
you VALUES, such as no other store
would or could offer.
curred In that city.
cured of rheumatism from which he
had been a great sufferer.
Being
"Right in midst of the season, too, just-wheMrs. J. H. Ward received a Icttei threatened with a further
attack ot
you need the goods, these interesting1 infrom her son Charlie who loft for his old enemy, he decided to return
ducements
come to you from our big, bustling,
California two weeks ago. He is wont- to the springs. Don Jose Julia, a
basement.
busy
ing for Lantry Bros., at San
Spanish noble'riitfi, consul for Spain
dlno.
at tbe Hondurun port of Truxlllo and
the largest Individual hind owner ana
There Is a very noticeable improvein the republic, and Don Mar.
with covers, -- pt,
ment In business, since the rains exporter
JELLY GLASSES,
OOp
a distinguished attorney
lano
Guillen,
50c. Special per'doz
,.OOC
came. As one merchant ald "Wo
price
of
and
one
of
the
governor
districts,
have not bad time to' breathe for tbe who
bad been victims of rheumatism,
porcelain lined
last week."
MASON JARS
were' advised by the doctor to come
with rubbers. 85c values, ner
We are now ready to supply you with him. They agreed, The consul
with hygenlc crystal Ice or distilled brought his wife and the governor
MASON JARS full quart, same as
1
water. Call either 'phone No. Z2T. brought bis accomplished daughter.
. .
regular ?1, at per doz;
From Truxlllo the party went a
Crystal Ice and Cold Storage ComBellce, thence taking steamer for New
'
JtASON JARS
gallon size, porcelain lined
pany.
Orleans. Tbero the doctor left hli
"
with
rubbers
the 81.25 kind,
caps,
There will be an important meeting wife and children who are expecting
at
dozen.
per
of the Woman's Federation at the to join him 'here' with others, next
'
city hall tomorrow afternoon at 3 week,' At El Paso the agent of the
AH
o'clock.
members are requested Santa Fe told the party that the
to be present as business of moment baths were still open but the hotel was
closed.
IninKlne the feelings of the
will be discussed.
The only Triple Motion Freezer In tlic Market.
party when they arrived here to find
From th construction 'of the double beater
Santa Fe still bas troubles of bet tbe bath houses closed.
the White Mountain Freezer derives its triple
own. Although some rain has fallen
The doctor says be brought the
motion. That's an important feature and one
there the water In tbe city resorvoh party 4,000 miles and indulged in at,
V-which manufacturers of other freezer have
is barely sufficient to furnish the eft lease a thousand dollars worth of talk
vainly tried to copy.
tzens with a supply for domestic pur tefore getting here. Had they learned
2-- qt
poses and none can be used for Irrt
3-Sizes.. .....,.......-q- t
6-- qt
4-- qt
8-- qt
Forsakes Democratic Ranks.
gallon.
Probst Court News.
$1.85 $2.75 $3.25 $3.50 $4-5Regular Price
$5.75
Hon. Casimlro Barela is as well
Jose N. GaJIcgns was discharged as
The Rev. Henry M. Baum, of Washknown
in
Special
Las
$1.45
$2.15 $2.48 $2.98 $3.65 $470
Vegas as lie is tn Lat guardlnn of the minor child, Solomon
ington, D. C editor of "Records ol
the Past" and one of the most dla Animas county, Colorado, where hi Oallegos, who left his house and rer
tlngulsbed of American archaeologists baa been political chief of the demo fuses to return.
Enterprise
Is in Santa Fa where he will or- cratlo party for thirty-siyears. Th
Matter of probating the will of Car,
for
an
senator
near
the
has
purpose
relatives here; ht
expedition
ganize
$1.25 value;
los Martinez was adjourned until the
This week.
pt visiting tbe cliff villages of New went originally from this section tc 18th of
July,
Mexico and Arizona.
vciiurano, ana tie returns once oi
Mrs. Susie Council filed her bond
Slicers
twice every year to visit his old time
Apple Corers
as guardian of her minor children.
Mrs. C. P. Jones, of Albuquerque, friends. Those and others in the
city
Tbe final report of tbe estate of
met friends here as she passed who know the senator's
told at 7So
Ordinarily
reputation
Thfa week
through tbe city on ber way to St. and prominence, will be Interested to Manuel Gallegos y Romero was fjled
Louis. After a visit at the fair, Mrs. hear that he has decided to abandon and the 1st Monday of September set
Jones will go to Boston to remain the democratic party and affiliate In for hearing.
through the O. A. R. encampment In the future with the republicans.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
August She Is a delegate from the
A number of leading Mexicans dora
!
Castaneda: W. D. McLcssan, Albu
New Mexico W. R. C.
ocrats of the county will follow him,
querque; 8. P. Stokes, Denver; T. O,
In the next issue of his paper, El
Leary, Pueblo; W. S. Alexander
"Mamma," asked Margie on her reThere is an indeSenator Barela will discuss Pueblo; A. C.
Frogreso,
finable something
Arnold, Pueblo; T. B
turn home from Sunday school, "have tho'reasons for
his change.
about our
Hart, Katon; L. C. Butscher, Raton;
I any children?" "Of course not," reChas. R. Williams, Denver; Jus, II
"What put that
plied her mother.
Las Vegas Number.
Molmans, Denver: D. J. Leahy, Ala
'
idea Into your head?" "Because our
The Las Vegas number of the El
morogdo.
mm.
lysson was about people and their, Faso Miner
&
i
Manufacturer has
h
Rawlins House: Gus Cooper, H. O.
children's chldren," explained the lit reached the
city and la receiving wide Hasnuth, New York.
Ohio
State Journal.
tle student.
J .
111
distribution. Tho edition Is to consist
Nwe Optic: U V. Thompson and
r
rry
hi
fifteen thousand cobles, every copy
of
Hon. J. Francisco Chaves, suportn
wife, Gnlrsburg, 111.; Miss A. C. liar-berFOR
tendent of public Instruction for New of which Is to tie disposed or. The
Colo.; A. W. Coney, Marcellne,
1
of
committee
Southwest.
the
publicity
Mexico, informs The Optic that he hat
Mo.; C. K. Roy, Wichita, Kans.
at his disposal a scholarship In th ern Irrigation congress Is active in rls, Chicago, Ills.; C. A. Ailing Elthe matter of distribution. The mini
law department of the George Wash
Kal Chou. The plans of the Japan
ber contains
of well writ ese remain
Ington University at Washington, I ten matter many pages
a mystery to Russian com
dealing with San Miguel mamlcrs .
that bespeaks clothes characC, which he will be glad to bestow
ter. The styl's are original
and Las Vegas, the Industries,
upon any worthy young man or wo county
Hud
distinctive; the many
the people ,the land and the homes
Tho Santa Fe engtne which Is doing
nan.
new kinks in the tailoring,
and churches and mines, the Scenic temporary service on
thorn
a high class merthe Hot Springs
gives
the great reservoir enterprise line took French leave
chant tailor etfect.
from the
Cbas Tamme the clerk of the Board Itoute,
today
and many other matters of Interest. vicinity of the round house and
when
of education Is now engaged in tak
There are a large number of illus- Its departure for the
HE
census.
man is the
school
of 'the
the
The
regions
ing
popular
man who fully realizes
clerk is the soul ot courtesy, but the trations, all of which are first class. Galllnas canyon, unchaperoned, was
1
A .fplder contains an excellent view of
discovered consternation reigned for
that
clothes
duties of his office makes it obligatory
Las Vegas.
have long since come out of
time, it was feared that the
that he should sometimes ask embar
the rut and now posess all that is perfect in men's apparel.
venturesomo
thing, finding
Itscll
rasing questions' about young ladles
With Rose veldt and the Fair banks
alone
for
the
first time, wouldn't know
We Mil
age. Nevertheless, ho should be ac the republican party can
and Hart Schaffntr & Marx hand tailored, ready
confidently Just how to behave. A
corded a pleasant reception every tho republican
par
searching
clothes
with reputation for style, service and fitting
Clothing
can
party
confidently ty set out In hot
where. .
pursuit and the en
qualities it prices that range from
appeal to the country. The Prohlbs
out of "breath" with its
to do much with ihnir gine, quite
can't
,
run was found waiting quietly at UpThre Is room for a few more re- Swallowexpect
$15.00
$25.00.
and his little Carrol, though
cruits In Troop A. Application mua If
per Town.
the
democrats
should
nominate
FAY US A VISIT IF ONLY TO LOOK.
come In within theHext few days
The Crystal Ice Company now has
from any who wish to be In line for uray and Black, the color scheme oi
the big encampment. The troopers the coming campaign ought to be its plant In full running order and Its
wagon Is making dally rounds. The
will have their entire equipment furn effective.
first freezing produced 40,000 pounds
Within the
ished, horses and all.
M. UKEKXBEKGElt, Froprieton.
Will C, Barnes this morning recelv
and every Twenty-fouhours the com
next ten days the boys will open their ed a
telegram from his ranch forcmait
gymnasium, with a full line of appear. at Dorsey to the effect that a wile pany turns out ten tons additional ot
atus and, shower hsths.
storm prevailed, in that nclghborhooc the crystal product
A wool man who arrived from Al and that sis inches of hall fell. Thlt i Fair tonight and Friday with local
will of course be of great benefit tc showers In the
northeast portion It
Duquerque today says that the end
of the season down there was reached the ranges, though it may Injure grow the weather man's prognostication!
ben A. E. Mlera brought. 130,00t Ing crops. The foreman said that the The temperature for the past twenty-foustorm was terrific In Trinidad, wher
hours ranged from a maximum oi
pounds into the city on sixty wagons
laden with 600 sacks . They were ar several h6ues wete destroyed and a. SO degrees to a minimum of 47 do
least one man lost his life.
(trees.
ranged In an open space and a picture
will pay you
of them waa taken. The wool reach
the city Tuesday. The season has
with
been airly good In the Nacemlcntos
'
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Note

the following:

1,200 PIECES

At a Big Discount.
Garments from 25c to $10.00

BACHARACH BROS.
Oppoalto Castaneda Hotel

CO.

dozOC

Artp
."yC wear your life outcooking during this hot weather.

--

3 packages 25c
Ready Bits
Malta Ceres,...3 packages 25c'

ACr
,.yOv

Sale of White Mountain Freezers

s.

Cero Fruto
iitumicr,

3 packages 25c
o pauvages oc

tt'Requires no cooking.

tjt I 1 CIJ

Vt CI I SJ.

Grocers, Butchers, Bakers.

qt

.

PURE OLIYE OIL

Cherry Stoners

Antonini & Co. Italian Salad Oil, guaranteed
pure for table and other uses; made from
the best olives grown in Italy and entirely
free from all adulteration.
This oil; imported steadily for over
fifty,
six years, has been repeatedly tested by
prominent chemists and pronounced PURE

78c

and

ABc

I High Stnd&rd

ry

t,

SOT

J.

Clothes
'

5y. ill
a

S

OLIVE OIL.

H.

To the Public:

1

WE are

sura

STEINt
BLOCIt

oing out of business,
and our entire stock is offered for sale, by the piece or in
lots, to suit purchaser; or will sell
--

PI HTHPSl

Sff

Stein-Bloc-

the whole to one person.
It is going to be sold out regardless of former prices.
Come in and get first choice at

ready-to-we-

k

your own price.

to

T5he

r

i'

--

,

10

BOSTON FOX

Good Reasons
Why it
to trade

.d

ET us have the pleasure of a trial order,
Give us an opportunity to show
II
you what
1 1
service
in
the
good
laundry line is the
y
i;
very best to be secured.
Telephone or send a postal card and we
will call promptly.
TT

i
'

There'hss

been considerable feeling
among the resldonres of the Madrid
dlstrict'slnce the deliberate murder o
one Italian on the Fourth, for nu
other reason as fsr as Known except
'that a union miner accned him ol
being a scab. A paper Is being ctt- to petition Governor Otero
deport a number of Italian mtners
who joined the strikers some time
ago and who since have been Idle

t.

'

agitators.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry.
COLORADO 1MIONK
81.

. .LAS.,VKUAS lMIONi: 17

STEARNS. GROCER

DAVIS & SYDES
RoaoonNo.
Because they will handle the

O

Arizona-Rock- y

Ford

Can-teloup-

until those from Colorado come to market,
and have received a fine fresh lot
to-da- y.

-

&

HARRIS

603 SIXTH STREET.

Used by the Tutted States Government.

UoMoro Motho,
No Moro Bed Buqq,
-

No rjoro RoachoD

"Deadstock"
Watch this space for more

es

.

tnlonnntloii about It

GROCER. DICK.

t

